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THESIS,
INTRODUCTION.
A chain is no stronger than its weakest part, and in this
respect may a bridge be said to resemble a chain. Not only
one|but all parts of a bridge must be well designed* These
parts must not only be sufficiently strong but they must also
be economical. It is to determine the strongest and most ec-
onomical details^ that this thesis has been written.
While much has been written concerning the determination
of the stresses in the various parts of a bridge, but little
has been said in the way of comparing the most efficient de-
signs to withstand stresses. It is therefore the purpose of
the writer to show the relative merits of the most common
designs of the details of highway bridges. The more common
types will usually be first introduced with a discussion of
their relative merits, after which the less commonly used de-
tails with their merits and defects will be discussed. Shop
drawings oJ^inety four highway bridges built by thirteen rep-
resentative companies of the United States, were investigated
Most of these bridges were Pratt pin-connected trusses
and of spans varying from 70 to 273 feet in length. Sketches
are shown wherever necessary to assist in making the discus-
sions more clear.
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ART,2.EHD POSTS MD UPPER CHORDS.
The end posts and upper chords of a highway "bridge are
usually made up of two channels laced^or of two channels and
a cover plate, the channels being laced on the under side.
In cases where lacing alone is employed, stress in the members
due to eccentricity of the pins is reduced to zero when the
ijins are on the center line of channels ,^n(jL thus extra mater-
ial is saved.
Of the ninety-four highwa^ bridges investigated, forty-
six had cover plates. Cover plates are always employed for
large spans on account of the added rigidity which they fur-
nish the member.
One of the greatest
disadvantages of the cov-
er plate is that it caus
es eccentric stress in
the chord members, due to
eccentric bearing on the
pin which is in many cas;
es plao&d on the center
line of the channel. This
difficulty may be obvia-
ted by setting the pin
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at tiie center of gravity of the^ection. This should always fee
done when the depth of the channels will permit.
The use of the cover plate is to be encouraged because
it not only stiffens the members , but also adds both to its
protection against the elements and to its appearance. Of the
bridges investigated^ 52.0 per cent of the end posts and upper
chords v/ere made up of channels, lacing, and a cover plate.
The section of the end post and the upper chord is usu-
ally made the same. Of the bridges investigated, 63.6 per
cent had the sections of the end posts and upper chords the
same. This method causes uneconomical e fficiencies in the chord,
members since, while the efficiency of the end post is a min-
imum, for the panels of the upper chord nearest the end post
it will be a maximum. The extra cost ol material to obtain
this latter maximum efficiency is more than offset by the sim-
plifying of such details as rivet spacing, lacing, splicing,
and the lessened cost of the templet and shop work.
The channels for the chord members should be spaced so as
to cause the moments of inertia about the horizontal and ver-
tical axes to be equal, in order that the sections be econom-
ical. This however rarely obtains since the cover plate would
usually become too narrov/ for use in the pi^-cking oi eye bc^rs
and vertical posts.
Lacing on the under side may be single or double. If sin-
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glc, most specifications require that the angle the lacing
makes with the longitudinal ajcis of the memher he nv^t less
than sixt2>'' degrees, while for double lacing the angle re-
quired is forty-five degrees, Nevertheless^ in all the cases
investigated^ single lacing inclined at an angle of forty-five
degrees was used v/herever a cover plate was present. This may
be still st-tisfactory^, notwithstanding specifications, since
the cover plate has a greater effect towards stiffening the
member than that produced by double lacing. Wherever double
lacing is employed in place of a cover plate lacing bars
should be riveted at tl.eir intersection as this aids in stiff
ening the member^ since the size of lacing bars cannot accur-
ately be determined on account of the fact that it is imposs-
ible to accurately determine the shear. The size of the lac-
ing bars are usually obtained from specifications v/hich are
the result of man^ years of experience.
According to Cooper's specifications, lacing bars should
have a thickness of not less than one-fortieth in single lac-
ing, and not less than one-sixtieth in double lacing, of the
distances between the rivets connecting them to the main mem-
bers.
In order to prevent buckling^ the ends of all laced mem-
bers should be stiffened by means of batten plates which
should not be less than 3/8-inches thick. Cooper's specifi-

cations also state that all batten plates should never te
less in length than one and one-half times their v/idth,but
in nearly all cases investigated the "batten plates were less
in length than their v/idth. This is satisfactory for all
castS where a cover plate is used since the cover plate adds
sufficient stiffness to the memhers. It v/ould not "be satis-
factory hov/ever for thuse members in which no cover plate is
used.
Batten plates should he placed as near the end of the
member as possible in order to protect the pin connections
from the v/eather.
All pin3 for the upper chord should be thoroughly packed
to keep chord members and diagonals in their proper positions
The ends of all members of the end post and upper chord
should be accurately milled in order that the abutting joints
bear evenly, against each other at th^plices. Cooper states
in his 1901 specifications^ that all splices should be design-
ed to transmit all of the stress, but this would be unnec-
essary if the joints were accurately milled for then, theoret-
ically and practically, all of the stress could be transmit-
ted through the splice without the. need of a splice-piate. -
Splice-plates should never be less than 3/8-inches in thick-
ness, c^ord members should be reinforced by pin plates attach
ed to each channel at the pin connection in order that the
allowable bearing stress on the pin be not exceeded*

Pin plates should "be long enough to allow their portion of.
the stress to he transferred to them "by the rivets. ?or the
end post and the upper chord connection, the pin plate should
extend 6 inches "beyond the batten plate in order to stiffen
the meiii"bers.
ART.3,IKTEEMEDIATE POSTS.
Intermediate posts are usually made up of two channels
and lacing and are of two general types namely, those whose
channel webs are placed parallel to the direction of the
roadway, and those whose channel webs are perpendicular to the
roadway. Of the ninety-four bridge designs examined,fifty-
seven had the webs of the channels parallel to the direction
of the roadway , while the remaining thirty-seven had the webs
of the channels perpendicular to the roadway. In other v/ords
60.6 per cent of the bridges investigated had channels that
were parallel to the roadv/ay. Chief among these was a 273-
foot bridge built over the Iroquois River by the Massillion
Bridge and Iron Co.
The placing of channels with their v/ebs parallel to the
roadway is superior to the placing of the webs perpendicular
to the roadway for the following reasons;
1st . -"^ admits of having the chord pin pass through the
webs of the channels, and so does away with the heavy pin-
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plates that are neceaoary when channels have their webs per-
pendicular to the roadTfay.
2nd. It admits of a better riveted connection to the upper
|
chord, since the connecting plate in this case may have alrnoat
any number of rivets in them, since the connection is made
through the webs of the channels for both members, while for
connections with channels whose webs are perpendicular to the
roadway either only the flange of the channel can be used for i
riveting, thereby losing the stiffness developed in the former
case, or a pin-plate which is not desirable is required for the
connection.
3rd. It admits of a better connection to the floor-beam
hanger, since angles may be used to connect the web of the
floor-beam to the web of the channel^ thereby stiffening the
connection; whereas for channels with their webs placed in the
other direction, only the flange can be used. This la'^t named
advantage is offset by the fact that the stress in the floor
beam is not equally distributed to the posts. Also, in the
majority of the cases where this form is used, the flanges have
to be chipped off in order to pack the joints well, thereby
making the form expensive. However, the channel flanges could
be turned in to advantage,
4th. It does not require the web of the channel to be cut
in order to admit the counter tie being placed about the middle
;
i
of the pin^ which is the case for all bridges of an even number
of panels and having the -channel webs of the intermediate posts
perpendicular to the roadway.
The placing of the channels with their webs pei-TDondicu-

lar to the roadway is advantageous because :-
1st. The stress in the floor beam is distributed equally to
both channels,
2nd. It affords a simple connection to the hub guard.
3rd. It adraits of well packed joints,
4th. It adnits of a good floor beam connection, which is
shown in Fig. 72 Page 74. Therefore fr'om the proceeding dis-
cussion it v/ould seem that the method of placing the channels
with their v/ebs parallel to the roadway is the beat for trusses
varying from the smallest to medium length spans of about 130
feet^v/hile the placing of channels v^ith their v/ebs perpendicular
to the roadway is best for large spans,
jj
5th. It admits of a larger moment of inertia being developed
about the axis perpendicular to the roadway^ by the placing of
the channels farther apart. This is good since the purpose of
the truss is to oppose the flexural stress developed by the
dead and live loads in the bridge. Therefore any step taken in
giving this flexural stress a larger distance to act through,
will be a step taken toward the absolute stiffening of the mem-
ber.
The lacing of intermediate posts is identical with the
i
i
lacing on the under side of end post and upper chord since the
|
specifications are the same for each. For double lacing, the
angle which the lacing makes with the longitudinal axis of the
post should be forty-five degrees. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show
some of the most comnon connections of intermediate posts to,
upper chords.

Fig. 3.
Fig. 4.
Fig. 2 shows the moat comnon type
of connection of intermediate post
to Upper chord where channels are
parallel to roadway, Fifty-aeven
cases of this type> out of the
ninety-four investigated being
found, while only two caseg of
Fig. 3 were found. The connection
shovm in Fig, 3 ia however super-
ior to that of Fig. 2 'lince it
would require no field riveting
and would faciliate erection. It
would however "be more costly on
account of the cutting of the
channel flange. The connection of
Fig. 2 is faulty since it requires
field riveting^ and the plate is
liable to become distorted and
bent during transportation. Its
use generally lios in the fact
that it assists in the splicing of
the upper chord.
The connection shown in Fig.
3 is always used where the chan-
nels have their webs perpendicular
to roadway^ and is as efficient a
method as can be devised in this
se, although it throws a great amount of stress to the flanks
\ •
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?ig. 5,
of the channela.
Fig. 5 shows another method of connect-
ion of intermediate poate to upper
chord for channela where webs are per-
pendicular to roadway and wag found in
only one case. The bridge was 105 ft.
^^Jo fttfc ^ span, and wa^^ built by the Lafayette
1| P Bridge Co. , in Champaign Co. , 111,
The connection is not an improve-
ment over the preceding one. The riv-
eting must be done in the field and
there is no saving in the amount of
material required. Then too, unless riveting is done very
accurately^ some eccentric stress will be set up in the chord
member. It in not as efficient a connection as that shown in
the preceding ca^e.
Fig. 6 shows a form of connection
of intermediate post and upper chord
for a 78-ft. span pony riveted-truss.
The intermediate post consists of two
angles fastened together by means of a
cover plate. Angles could not be used
for large spans. The connection is
poor on account of the eccentric streas-
S'ig* 6, es that may be set up in the chord
member. Then too, the large plate is liable to become distort-
ed during transportation.
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ARO;. 4., THE HIP VERTICAL,
There are four general forms . of hip verticals in uae
,
namely
:
l8t. Half-poat construction where channal webs are parallel
to roadway and connected to upper chord by means of loop or
eye-bars.
2nd. Half-post construction where channal vrebs are perpendic
ular to roadway and connected to upper chord by loop or eye-
bars.
3rd. Half-post construction where channel webs are parallel
to roadway and loop or eye-bars extend between the pins at
and L-j^.
For very small spans, the hip vertical may be dispensed
with,but for spans of fifty feet or more, it should alvmys be
used.
i'ig. 7. Pig. 10.

Il
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Of the ninety-four bridges investigated, twenty-five
were of Claga One, twenty- tv^o of Clagg Two, thirty-nine of ii
Clagg Three, three v/ith no hip vertical at all, two were built
up intermediate posts whose channal webs were parallel to the ij
roadway and three consisted of only two bars with claiTipg by
which the hub guards were attached. The above types are shown
in Piga. 7, 8, 9, and IQ. |i
Although Clasg One wa3 not employed in the greatest num-
ber of cases, yet it is nevertheless a very efficient mode I
of connection for the following reasons:
ji
Ist, Chord pin may be passed through the web of channels !!
thereby involving no use of pin-plates as is necessary in Class
Two.
Il
2nd. It equalizes to a great extent the stresses in the bars
above to be transferred from the floor beam for reagons which
are explained on page No.59 under floor beam connections,
,|
3rd, It furnishes a stiffer connection than Class Threo,
4th, It does not require a special construction for the 'I
support of the hub guards and sidewalks.
Although Class Three war? employed the greatest number of
times, it is not the most efficient mode of connection for the
following reasons:
Ist, It requires a pinplate in nearly all cases,
, I
2nd, It requires packing and fillers for the loop bars which
tend to get out of line,
3rd, It requires a construction for the support of the hub
11
guards and sidewalks in most cases, '

4th. It cauaea eccentric stress in rod as a result of at-
taching the floor "beam.
Class Two is used almost as much as Class One, and is
a very efficient method of connection for the last three reas-
ons stated under Class One.
Only very small highway bridges of spans of fifty feet or
less can be used without hip verticals^ s ince the hip vertical
has to support both a dead and a live panel load when loaded to
a maximum. The building of the hip)yertical of the same section
as the intermediate posts is uneconomical as it involves a very
high efficiency. It 3hoi;ld not be allowed on any highway bridge
unless of sufficiently large span to demand a more economical
hip vertical than here described ,v/hile for very small spans
the hip vertical may be left out.
Fig. 10 shows a form that is objectionable for any but
very small spans. For small spans it is efficient as the stress
in the hip vertical is very small indeed and the panels are
usually of sufficient shortness to allow the hub guards to be
efficiently supported betv/een the end posts and the first
intermediate post.
Pig. 11 shows a form of hip vertical employed on a pony
riveted truss of 76-foot span. The length of the hip vertical
was 9 feet. It ia efficient for small opans^ but would not
|
do for large spans since it is very weak about an axis per-
pendicular to the roadway. For larger spans, where a top later-
al system could be u^ed, it would be better to place angles
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in a direction parallel to the
roadway in order that the hip
vertical can stand the flexural
stress successfully. For sTnall
spans however it is very effic-
ient 3ince it, by its stiffness
in a direction perpendicular to
the roadway, makes up for the
lack of a top lateral system.
Fig. 11.
''I
II
I
ART. 5 . MAIN AND COUNTER TIES.
Main and cour.ter ties are usually made up of loop or
eye-bara. The difference betv/een a loop and eye-bar is that in
the former the loop is welded, v/hile the loop or eye in the
latter is formed by upsetting. Owing to imperfection in work-
manship^ the eye-bar is the best. '
The most economical proportion betv/een the width and depth
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of bara for the gmallest allowable pin in an iron bridge can
be determined from the following digcuiTion taken from V^addell's
(Designing of Highway Bridges).
I
"For one pair of bars acting on the pin, and the tension
conaidered a fixed quantity, the stress in one bar equals li7DT
2
and moment W DT which should be equal to the resn ting moment
which is , W being the width of the bar, and T being the unit
tensile stress. In this case, S^the allowable unit stress due
to moment = 1. 5T in pin, I = 1/4 r"^ and c = r = d/2 where d =
1
diameter of pin and r = radius of same.
Substituting above values in equation M = we get
c
M =s 3/64 Td' . Equating the two values of the moments,
W^DT = 3/64 Td*^ or
Iff^ = 3 d^/64 D.
Since to make d a minimum, \'i must be a minimum and the smallest
jj
11
possible section is to be employed, this being obtained by com-
|
putation from the allowable unit stress and a maximum stress re-
quired to be met, and, since WD = a constant, Mf will be smallest^
v/hen D is largest.
;
Let C = allowable working compressive stress. The
compression on the pin and eye should equal the tension in the
I
bar.
j
Compression on pin and eye = MfdC.
Then WDT = tfdC. Since C = 12000 lbs. and T = lOOOO lbs.,
there results the equation d = 0,833 D or approximately 0,8 D.
Transposing D = 1.25d which = maximum relation of D to d.
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oubstituting in equation at preceding page,
=5 3 /64.64/1J:5D^ = 0.754D^ and W = 0.r74D or
in other words, the depth of the bar = about 4 times the width.
Following out the -^ame proce^.s for 2 bars, W =
0.194D which means a raito of depth to width of 5 to 1.
For three pairs, W = 0,159D, D = about 6 V?.
For four pairs, W = 0.137D and D = about 7 ^V."
Chas. Mc Donald, C. E.^ in his paper read before
American Dociety of C. E. in 1874^ has ghown for flat eye bars,
D = 1.721 t^^5^^ where t equals thickness of bar, n equals
width of bar and D equals diameter of pin but no allowance was
made for the number of bars acting on pin. For round bars
D =^^4d^ - 1/2 where d equals diameter of bar.
To sum up; for three pairs of bars acting on a pin at
its ends, such a^ will occur at , the ratio of the width
to the depth should be as 1:6, while for four pairs of bars
acting on the pin at L2 or L3, the ratio of width to depth
should be as 1:7. This however is never followed out in
practice since it seems to be the desire of all designers to
spend ai little time as possible on the design of the main and
counter ties, their only aim being to obtain an area of cross-
section a'^ near equal to the required area as poTiible, no
attention being paid to the ratio of the width to the depth;
in fact square bars are often used. However in most cases a
ratio of 1:4 or 5 is employed.
Two bars should always be used for counter purposes
and these should be placed as near the other members as is
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li
poisaible, in order to reduce the bending moment to a minimum.
This however i=? seldom done except in odd-panelcd truggea.
All counters ihould be equipped with either a turnbucVle
or -sleeve nut to be efficient in their purpoae^and not throw
any undue stress on the main ties and thereby cause same to
buckle. Counters should, in all cases, be packed thoroughly,
whether channel webs be perpendicular or parallel to roadway,
in order to prevent any eccentric stresses. In a large number
||
ii
of case'?, packing is dispensed with, especially when channel
webs are perpendicular to roadway, as designers generally leave
the channel web to hold the counter tie in place. This is not
good practice for reason stated above. Fi^. 12 illustrates this.
The packing of ties will
be considered in the succeeding
article.
j
Pig. 12 "hows a peculiar
method of attaching main and
counter ties to intermediate
posts . thus making an ordinary
Pratt truss with broken upper
chord^ Into a modified camel-
back Baltimore truss.
Two samDles of this type
were found, one on a 273-ft,
span bridge built by the Mass-
illion Bridge Co. over the
Iroquois River, the other on a
Pig. 12.

109-ft. bridge, built by the Lafeyette Bridge Co. , over the i
Sangamon River^ in Monticello Twp., 111.
|
Wadell^ in hia "Designing of Ordinary Iron Highway '
Bridgea'j states that the size of pins in double intersection
bridge':? where the diagonals are halved and are couDled on pins
passing through the middle of the posts, should be found from
the moment M = where S is the stress on the diagonals
and \f the width of one of the main diagonals.
Figs. 13, 14 and 15 show the
most comnon arrangements of main
and counter ties. Of the bridges
|
investigated, fifty had a single '
counter n laced on the center of the
pin, three had single forked count-
era while five had the single
|
counter placed in an unsymmetrical
j|
position,
II
Fig, 14 in which the counter is
1
placed at the middle of the pifl
|j
n
represents by far the most common
method employed. It is economical
wherr^ the channel webs of the posts
are parallel to the roadway^ but for
the type shown in Fig, 13 it is no"^
on account of the cost rec^uired to
cut the channel webs. The form is
on the whole not good^ since it
Fig, 15.
1
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allows a very large bending moment to be developed in the pin.
Fig, 13 ehow^J a form which via3 found in but very few I
caaea, and while it doea not cause the large bending moment to
be developed in the pin, it causes an umymmetrical loading
on the pin and thereby produces eccentric stress in the post.
It therefore cannot be considered an improvement over the form .
shov/n in Fig, 13.
!^
Fig, 15 sliows the most efficient form of the three,
although it is the least used.
li
it causes no eccentric stress
in the post, neither does it
cause a large bending moment
in the pin. It is however more
costly than the preceding two
||
forms discussed, on account of
its peculiar shape and this
fact probably accounts for
the lack of its use. Two
counters should always be used
Fig, 16. if possible^ but if only one is
used this one should be of the form shown in Fig, 15.
Fig. 16 shows a form of main and counter tie en-nloyed
j|
in a 76-ft. span pony rive ted-truss of five panels. The tie
consists of two angles fastened to-gether at intervals by means
of batten plates. The form is very efficient indeed for the
place that it serves since it is economical, rigid, and strong.
For long spans, channels might be used in place of angles.
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Fig. I7.
Pig. l7 ihoivfj a method of
main and. counter tie connection
employed for bridges of an odd
number of panels, with channel
webn of pofits perrendicular to
roadway. It i^ not a good con-
nection^ 3 ince the pin should be
lengthened and the two counter ties placed on the outside of
the cover plate of the tv;o channels in order to reduce the
bending moment on the pin. AlsO; it is too expensive since it
requires the channel web to be cut in two places.
Fig, 18 shows the method
of crossing of main and counter
ties in the same bridge as form
of m.ain tie sliown in Fig. 17
belongs. The connection is
efficient but is not desirable
since the plate is liable to
become bent and distorted during
Fig, 18 transportation. This fault can
^
be avoided if the plate is shipped loose,
ART, 6 . LOWER CHCRDS. I
Each and every lower chord member of a pin connected
highway bridge is usually made up of either two eye or two loop
bars, eye bars being preferred. The preceding discussion under
Art. 4, shows how the proper proportion betv/een width and depth
Qjf bars is determined for the smallest allowable pin, ^„ ,
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In general, the ratio of the width to the depth of bars
|
of the lov/er chord ii the =^aine as that in the main ties, ij
IVherever a number of tension members are acting about a
pin, they should be alternately placed on each gide of the
pin to avoid a large bending moment. They should also be pack-
ed as close as is possible for the same reason, 'l
Practice seems to vary as to the placing of the chord
members on the pin, but the best type was seen in the majority
of the bridges investigated, where the chord member nearest the
ii
middle of the truss was plficed on the outside. The other chord
member was then placed next, the diagonal nearest the middle of
the truss in odd paneled trusses was then next, the diagonal
farthest away from the middle of the span being last.
For bridges having the posts with the webs of the
channels parallel to the roadway, the post is usually placed
immediately within the chord members^ while for those having
the webs of the channels perpendicular to the roadrjay, the
post is placed with the pin between and parallel to the channel
webs, pins on the lower chord should always be so packed as
to allow the various members acting on them to reach their
maximum efficiency.
The lower chord for rivet connected trusses is usually
made up of angles held in position by batten plates or lattice
bars i'/hich are placed at intervals along the length. The '
lOvver chord is at once a rigid member. The form is both
i
economical and efficient, and is therefore recommended on
account of its simplicity in construction and rigidity. The
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connection3 are also simple and econoraical ag can be seen in
Fig. 19. cm
Pig. 19.
Jig. 20.
Fig. 21,
Fig. 19 nhov/3 the arrange-
TTient of the various members
upon the pin, and also the l|
^ packing employed for an odd-
3 paneled truss with posts hav-
ing their channel T/ebs para-
llel to the roadway. It repre-
sents the most common practice
for that type of truss. For j!
trusses with even number of
:|
il
panels, the counter is usually
placed in the middle of t>ie
pin.
Fig. 20 shows the most com-
mon arrangement of tlie various
members upon the pin, for an ;|
even paneled truss having
posts with the channel webs
perpendicular to roadway. For
trusses having an odd number of panels, two counters are used,
and they are placed either next to the chord members or on the
inside of the channel a3 shov;rn in Fig. 16, Page 20.
ART. 7^ TOP LATERAL STRUTS.
There are a very large number of types for top lateral struLs
, nearly every bridge possessing a type of its own. Some of the typesjl
are very unstable however^ and possess but very little stiffness
but they are however, as a general rule, less costly than some of
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of the commoner types and are only used on '^mall =3pani.
For long span highway "bridge;^, the top lateral struts
should he made very rigid or the rigidity of the former is
lo3t in the latter. The top lateral strut should be designed
to resist both tension and compression. The radius of gyration
about an axis parallel to roadway should be very large in order
to insure stiffness.
Batten plates should be used in all cases where possible,
and should be placed near the end of the member,
i:
For long spans, lacing should be double, but for short
jj
spans, single will suffice. Single lacing should, and usually
does, make an angle of sixty degrees with the longitudinal axis 'i
of the strut while double lacing alp/ays makes an angle of forty-
five degrees with same axis, ij
Fig, 22 shov/s a very
j|
common type of strut. Of
j|
\ the bridges investigated,
twenty-four had struts II
g of this type. The strut
is sufficient and, since
it has batten plates at
each end, is alio stiff.
Fig, 22, Then too, it developes
no bending moment on the pin and its form is especially
fitted to take ^omr) re 33 ion. It is however uneconomical for
large spans on account of the thickness of the bent plate

o o o
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which nu?5t be made quite large to with'^tand the large atresssg
coming upon it. It is not recommended for ^^pan^g of over 100
feet in length.
Pig, 23 also repregentg a
very common type of strict
employed, twenty- four types
of thi3 kind being found.
It ig, however, only employed
for gmall spang for which it
ig both a very efficient and
economical type, gince but
little material ig required
and the gtreggea developed
are not large. It could be
Fig. 23. used for longer spang if the
angleg were made to extend the full digtance acrogg the upper
chord member.
o 1—o
—
f?-/
o "—o o V
Fig. 24.
Fig, 24 rep regen tg the
next mogt common type of top
lateral gtrut found, nine
cages of thig type being
geen. It is both a gimple
and economical type for the
gmaller =!pang , but for long-
er gpane the upper angle
ghould run clear acro.gg the
cover plate ag ig geen in
Fig. 28, p,26.
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Fig. 25.
It 13 to be recommended for 'Bparvi up to 100 feet in length.
The type could be improved upon if the lower angles were turned
jj
I
down ag the upper one3 are, a.3 le3q surface of the angles would '
then be exposed to the elementn, ji
A very rare type of con-
nection of top lateral strut
to chord menheri ig shown in
Fig, 35. It wag found in only
tv/o cageg. The fastening of
the lower angles to the flanges
of the channel is not efficient
and the form is therefore not
i|
to be recommendod. J
'I
Fig, 26 also shows a very
inefficient type, this type '<
being found in but one case.
While no bending moment is
developed on the pin, the cost"
of the bent plate, its weak-
ii
Fig, 26. nesa due to the position of
its load and its liability to become distorted during trans-
portation, prevent the type from being recommended.
Fig, 2T shows an efficient mode of connection employed
in a bridge ox large span. The hole shown at a, is to admit
the rod used in the sway bracing. The top plate should extend
clear across the chord member. The type is expensive and is
»1
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to be avoided wherever pos^iible.
1 , O o
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Fig. 27.
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Fig. 29.
Fig. 28 shows a very
efficient mode of connection.
It v;a3 found eraployed in
eight ca^es. It may be U3ed i
for gpan^ of any ordinary
length. It could be improved
upon ag mentioned in diacuigion
of Fig, 24, which ig ghown on
p. 24.
Fig. 23.
Fig. 29 ghowg a form of
connection which wag found in
only three caaeo. It is also
efficient for reagona men-
tioned under digcug^ion of
Fig. 26, p. 25.
Fig. -30 ghowg a form of
connection which wag only
found employed in one cage.
V*
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This 7;a<3 in the Oakland bridge,
made "by the Chicago Bridge
and Iron Co,
,
the gpan being
IBO feet. The form 13
efficient for its purpose^ but
is quite expensive. It was
used in order to furnish good
connection for the sway brac-
ing which was employed in that
bridge.
Fig. 30.
ART, 8 . TOP LATERAL DIAGOMALl ilND CONNECTIONS.
A first-class top lateral diagonal should possess the
follv^wing features:
Ist. It should be economical in section.
2nd. It shouli offer an efficient an'] economical method of
connection to the chord member,
3rd, It should possess sufficient stiffness.
It should be economical in that it should furnish no

more material than i3 actually required and should be easy to
errect.
It should offer an efficient and economical method of
conneotion to the chord members to prevent the logs of any of
the rigidity of the diagonal without incurring extra expense.
j!
I;
It should po^-isegf^ sufficient r^tiffnesa in order to serve
;j
it3 purpose fully and prevent any eccentric streiie^ in the
chord members,
Top laterals are of two forms, namely:.- rod^ and angles.
The majority of lateral diagonals are composed of rods although
i
in many respects, angle bars are to be prefered.
|
The general use of rods lies in the facility with which I
they may be put in place. Cooper's 1901 specifications require
j
that they be able to resist both tension and compression, but
his specifications are not lived up to in this particular for
rods can take but very little compression,
j
The use of roda^howeverj is not so faulty if proper pre-
cautions are taken. These precautions are, that a strong and ^
economical connection be used and an efficient method of tight-
ji
ening the diagonal be offered. But very often an inefficient ij
uneconomical method of attachment is offered and rods are i!
allowed to sag^ thus causing eccentric stresses in chord
j
members. These stresses may become considerable^ and so reduce
the efficiency of the diagonal members. An angle bar on the '
other hand, is deeper and, therefore^ much stiffer, and does not
tend to sag. Also it v;ill take much more compression than a
ll
rod. Also, the connection with the chord member is much simpler
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and therefore nore econcnical since an angle bar only demands
3ufficiont apace for attaclnnent by the require:! number of
rivets.
It ig a curious faot that in nearly all cases angle di-
agonals are only used for very small span trusses; a
case -v/here a first class diagonal system is least needed.
The advocates of the use of rod diagonals claim that if a
sufficiently strong and stiff top lateral strut be used, the
use of an elaborate system of diagonals is not necessary.
Cooper's 1901 specifications state that the top lateral
diagonals of a through truss should be designed for a uniform
wind load of one hundred and fifty (150) lbs. per linear foot,
while for a deck truss the top lateral diagonals should be
designed, in addition to the above, for a moving wind load of
four hundred and fifty (450) lb. per linear foot, the allow-
able unit stress for both static and moving load being the
same, or eighteen thousand (18,000) lb. per square incli.
The following figures show some of the most common
forms of connections employed, rods being used in every case.
Of the bridges investigated, twenty- three had connections
similar to> Pig. .31, sixty-five to Fig. 32, two to Fig, 33,
one to x"^ig. 34, one to Fig. 35 and one to Fig. 36, They will
be discussed in the order above named,
A very common form of connection is shown in Fig. 31
which consists of an angle bent into the arc of a circle.
T?/o holes, each admitting a rod are punched in the verticle
part of the angle as siiown. The rod is placed in position
/
Fig. 31.
_o_j;^Q;^ _o_ _o _o_ _c
o XBj' o o
I
o " d
Fis. 32.
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and the nut tightened to prevent
the sagging of the rod.
The form commendable in
that it distribute-^ the stress
uniformly to the upper chords
and may be shop riveted. Also
the rods are easily placed into
position and tightened up, thus
facilitating erection. It is
,
however^ a little more costly
than that form shown in Pig. 2.
Pig. "32 shov/3 a form of
connection which was the most
commonly used in the bridges in-
vestigated and which consists of
a bent plate as shown. It also
admits of facility of erection
and allows the rods to be tight-
ened by means of nuts. It does
not^however^distribute the stress
as uniformly as that shown in
Fig, 31, since the stress is
delivered on one side of the pin^
and, therefore , be come eccentric in its nature. It is also
somewhat expensive, this being due to the cost of bending
the plate.

Fig. 3:
o o o o o o o
Pig. 34.
Pig. 33 3h07;3 a form of
connection that ig very objection-
able^^ince the gtre^B 13 not di3-
tribiited uniformly to the chord
member. An overt"urning effect
obtained ^due to the rod acting
v/ith an arm equal to its distance
above the horizontal plate of the
angle, thus producing tension in
the rivets on the far side. The
form iq cheaper than the preced-
ing forms, but this addi little
I
to its merits.
Pig, 34 shows a form that
was seldom seen. It was employed
by the Wrought Iron Bridge Co. , '
on a 117-foot span of seven pan-
j
j
els. This bridge has many unique
features which are to be seen
later. The use of this form of
connection offers a good method
i
of attachment of top lateral strut
to chord members. The use of a
forked eye-bar is objectionable
on account of the increased cost
of construction. It also pre-
vents the tightening of the eye-
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bar when gagging. The connection^however^ is allowable and i3
to be preferred over that 3hown in Fig, 33 on accoiint of the
better distribution of stress in the chord raembera.
Fig, 3 5 showg a forin of
connection which was only
found in one case. It was em-
ployed by the Chicago Bridge
and Iron Co, in the Oakland
Bridge, a bridge of 180-foot
span located between Cole^ and
Douglas Co. 111. ThiT form of
connection ii objectionable on
account of its coit, its non-
allowance for Tagging and the
fact that it causes eccentric
3tre33 in the chord member. It
is not to be recommended.
Fig. 36 3how3 a form of
connection v;hich is very ob-
jectionable for the 3a:Tie reas-
on mentioned under discussion
of Fig. 33. The use of only
Fig. 36. two rivets for connection pur-
poses should not be allowed on account of the inability to ob-
tain the proper amount of rigidity of the system.
To sum up; for brid.^es where a rod is employed for diag-
onal purposes, types shown in Figs, 31 or 32 are to be pre-
ferred.
Pig. 35.
O
I^Q]^, O O
o o"?©?"o
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ART. g. BOTTOM LATERAL DIAGONALS ANl) CONNECTIONS.
Cooper 'a 1901 specifications state that the bottom lat-
eral system of a deck truss should be designed to meet a static
wind load of one hundred and fifty .(150) lbs. per linear foot,
while for a through truss it should be designed to meet an
additional moving load of four liundred and fifty (450) lbs.
per linear foot of truss. Also, the members of the diagonal
system should be designed for both tension and compression;
but this specification is seldom adhered to. Therefore^for
through trusses, which were the only kind investigated by the i|
writer, the bottom lateral diagonals should be considerably
stronger than the upper, and this in tiirn also indicates that
j
ii
the connections should be made stronger. I
The same fundamental features required of a first class
upper diagonal and its connection should also apply, and to jl
a greater extent to a lower diagonal, for the same reasons as
stated under Art. 7 p. 27. 'Awhile the greater stresses to be
i|
resisted by a lower diagonal would seem to justify the use of
an angle bar in order to secure the necessary amount of stiff-
I
ness, it iSy hov/ever^, impossible to economically construct a i
good connection for the reason that there is a very limited
j
available space. This condition is due to the fact that chord!
and pedestal plates all form a common connection at this point.
Then too, an angle bar diagonal would also require expensive
connections to the floor beams in order to obtain the desired l|
rigidity of the system. And lastly, since rods which have
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atood the test are in good shape, angle bars are seldom used
except in riveted trusses where opportiinities for good connect-
ions present themselves.
There are two types of lov^er lateral connection in a
pin connected bridge, one type "being seen at each end of the
span, the other type being seen at the connections of the lower
diagonals to the floor beams at the intermediate panel points.
They will be discussed in the above order for the pin connected
trusses, after which the same order will be followed out in the
discussion of the lower lateral systems of riveted trusses,
A very good connection has not as yet been devised for
the connection of the lower lateral system to the end of the
bridge.
Fig, "7 shows a type of
i
connection which was found in
j
eight cases of the bridges in-
|
vestigated. It is an economi- '
cal type, but does not distrib-
ute the stress uniformly into
!|
the plate. It is to be recom-
mended on account of its cheap-jj
ness, for average-sized bridges
of spans of not mor^e than 150
feet, since it requires no bent
plates or forked rods. I|
Fig. .38 shows a type of
connection that was found in
Fig. 37.
1 u'lii
Fig. 38.

nine caaes, showing its use to be about the name as that for
the form Thown in Fig. 37. It i-^ identical with the preceding
form except that the rod ifs forked, thuB making the connection
more expen3ive but distributing the gtres-^ to the taaf^e plate
more uniformly. It could^
therefore^ be used for longer
3pan3 than tho-^e indicated
for the connection of Fig. 7.
Fig. 39 ghowa the most
common form of connection
employed in the bridges in-
vestigated, fifty-six types
of thii kind being found. It
is an economical form, being
less expensive than that shown
in Fig. 38 although not dis-
tributing the stress as even-
ly to the base plate. Its use
is to be recommended for all
bridges, since it is about as'
good a type as can be devised^
and still come within the lim-
its of expense.
Fig. in shows a type of
connection embodying the same;!
principal as that shown in
Fig. 37. It does not^ however^
Pig. 39.
iiiiiiiiiiniiii
csr
Pig. 40.
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el i3 tribute the 3tre33 uniformly on account of the peculiar form
of the diagonal and the lack of a fastening at the top of the
bolt. The bent head of the diagonal makes it expensive, and it
ig not to be recommended,
found.
Only three cages of its use were
Fig. 41 shows a form identical
with the preceding except that a !
bent plate is used. While the use
of a bent plate makes it more ex-
pensive, the more uniform distrib-
ution of stress to the base plate
makes it the more desirable.
Only one case of this form was
found. i|
nrnn
Fig. 42.
A very
common and e-
il
fficient con-
nection is rep-
resented in
Fig. 42. The
detail is very
good in that
there are no
rivets in ten-
sion and the
stress is dis-
tributed fair-
ly uniformly
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to the floor beam. The form i 3 ^ov/'ever^ somewhat expen=?ive as
both the cutting of the web of the floor beam and the' use of
bent plate.^ involves an increage of co!it. The type i^^however^
on account of its efficiency recommended for all qpang.
1 in n n
Fig. 43.
A more economical and efficient detail i^ to be seen
in Fig. 43, It ia nore efficient than that shown in Fig. 42
in that the stress from the laterals is distributed nore evenlj^
to the floor beam on account of the greater area of contact
offered through the use of angles instead of bent plates. The
»t
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uge of angles alio decreases the co'?t as they are not "^o ex-
pensive as the bent platea. Ag in the preceding cage there
are no rivets in tension. Thi^ type^ tlierefore, is also to be
recom'Tiended
,
being preferable to that ihown in Fig. 42.
Fig. -14.
Fig. 44 shows an uncommon and inefficient method of con-
nection of lower lateral diagonals to floor beam as the stress
in member "b" is always zero when "a" is acting tension in
rivets will result. The connection of rod "b" to the angle at
"c" is faulty in that the bending moment is developed in the
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pin at that point and itre^g U not transnitted evenly to the
angles. This fault might , however^ be remedied by the use of a
forked rod but thie would entail extra expense. The form is,
theroforOj not to be recommended.
z
O
O
o
o
Fig. -4^5
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A flimgy and inefficient connection ig shown in Fig. 45,
where a eolitary plate is the only thing required to form a
connection of the lower lateral system to the floor beam. The i
connection iG faulty in that eccentric stresses are developed
in the rivet^^ since only one of the laterals acts at one time.
Then too, the use of a forked bar becones nece-jsary v/hich in-
volves extra expense.
It is inefficient in that a bending moment is developed
in the pin which in turn does not distribute the stress evenly
to the plate. The plate ^ therefore, cannot transmit the stress
I
uniformly to the floor beam. The detail is^ however, certainly,
very economical and is on this account to be recommended for
spans of less than 70 feet, where no very large stresses ob-
tain in the lower lateral systems.
® ® ® ® ®
0® > |J( o o o o ^
Fig. 46.
Fig. 46 shows the lower lateral connections which are
employed in a small span riveted pony truss, the lateral system
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in this cage being connected to the lower chord instead of to
the floor beam ag is al7/ay3 the case in pin connected truggeg.
The detail is efficient in that no tension in rivets is per-
mitted and 3ufficient riveting area is offered. It ia econom-
ical in that only one plate is required.
.
The detail ig^ there-
fore^ recommended where lower chordg and diagonals are made up
of angles.
ART. 10.P0RTAL3 AIID SWAY BRACINGS.
A first class portal should possess the following
features :-
Ist. It should be economical in section.
2nd. It should possess sufficient rigidity and strength.
3rd, It should offer an efficient and economical connection to
the end post.
4th. Field riveting should be a minimum.
5th. It should be of such form as to reduce bending moment of
wind on the end post to a minimum and at the same time give
sufficient head- room.
It should be economical in section in that it should
require a minimum amount of material to take the stresses re-
quired, thereby usually reducing the cost to a minimum.
It should possess sufficient rigidity in order to keep
the distance between the end posts and upper chords constant,
thereby preventing any eccentric stresses which might arise.
All parts should have the required strength, and there should
not be bent plates to tend to weaken the structure.
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The connection of the portal strut to the end po-it should
be efficient in order that none of the rigidity developed in
the portal be loat. If the connection i3 not efficient, rivets
i
may be subjected to tension, eccentric stresses may be developed
in end posts, and various other troubles may result, thereby
reducing in a great extent the efficiency of the portal. A
poor connection to a good portal greatly reduces the efficiency
of the latter. Especially is this true of the connection at
the foot of the knee brace where the bending moment of the
end post is a maximum. While a connection should be efficient,
it should also be economical, for an expensive connection em-
ployed for an inexpensive portal is a waste of money,
A good portal should require as little field riveting as
possible; for rivets that are riveted in the field are not con-
sidered as efficient as those riveted in the shop, and there-
fore more rivets, material, and labor are required to put port-|j
al in place, thereby increasing the cost.
The portal should be of such form as to reduce the bend-i!
ing moment of wind on the end post to a minimum^ and still allow
sufficient head-room. For bridges of long spans the height "
which is uaually made about one sixth of the span, will be
|
sufficient to give ample headroom^ and at the same time allow
•he portal to be fastened proportionally ^ much lower than on
short span bridges.
For smaller spans^ however, great care must be taken
that while locating the foot of the knee brace as low as
possible on the end post, thereby reducing the bending moment
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of the wind which ia always a maxiraum at this point, sufficient
head-room "be left. Care too must be taken in the locating of
the portal Imee brace as low as possible on the end post that
the greater stress developed^ and consequently the added cost
for the extra material required doe^ not more than balance the
added cost of the larger channels required in the end posts
when the knee brace is placed higher up. It would hardly be
possible to deduce an exact mathametical formula for the de-
termination of the most economical angle for the knee brace
to make with the end post as there are so many varying con-
ditions to be taken into account^ and so the designer must de-
pend upon his judgment. It does not^however, make so much
difference for end posts are usually made amply large to resist
any bending moment that may be brought to bear upon them pro-
vided the knee brace is located at least one sixth of their
length down. The common practice for single paneled portals
is to have the knee brace make an angle of forty-five degrees
with the end post.
"a"
There are many types of
portals employed in highway
bridges. Some of the most
common forms are shovm in
Pig, 47, ("a" being the common-
est. Most designers agree
that for bridges of ordinary
spans up to 130 feet, lacing
is hot necessary and is too
Fig. 47

expensive in as much as a great amount of material ig required,
and the shop cost runs quite high. However, where great rig-
idity ig required lacing should be used. When lacing la em-
ployed it should be double since it is required to resist the
shear. Double lacing should always be riveted at the inter-
|
I
sections so as to obtain the greatest amount of rigidity.
I
Cooper's 1901 Specifications state that "the di3tance
of the center of the rivet from the edge of any of the connect-
ing plates should never be less than 1-1/4 inches."
,j
The use of top lateral struts to serve as portals is not
to be recommended for bridges of spans of over eighty feet as il
too large a bending moment due to wind can be developed in the
end post which must^ therefore^ be made abnormally large to re-
sist the large flexural stress which may be developed in that
case.
Very often the large bent plates which serve as con-
nections for the top lateral diagonals to the portal and end :
post are riveted to the portal in the shops. Especially is
this true for the most common type of portals which is ihown
in "a". Pig. 47. This is not to be recommended for the bent
plate is very liable to become distorted during transportation,]
I
is expensive, and does not evenly transmit the stress from the
diagonal to the end post and portal.
Portals are not required for spans of le^s than 50 feet
where pony trusses may be used.
The connection of the portal strut to the end post is
usually made by means of a connecting plate v/hich is fastened
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to either one or both of the upper flange3 of the channels form^
ing the end post. The connecting plate in that case ghould
always extend clear across the end po^t eo as to distribute
the stress more evenly^ and offer a more rigid connection than
if the plate was only fastened to one side. Where double lac-
ing is employed in place of a cover plate, one lacing bar may
be placed over the plate with the other one beneath it, thereby
placing the connecting plate at a distance from the channel
equal to the thickness of the lacing bar. For single lacing,
the lacing bar is alwaya placed on top. It v/ould^hov/ever^be
better, if the lower lacing bar were dispensed with entirely,
thereby allowing the connecting plate to fill its place. The
usual method however is to run the lacing, single or double
whichever it may be, up to the connecting plate.
Sometimes the portal strut is connected to the end DOst
I
by means of connection angles which form a connection between
the angles of the portal strut and the web of the nearest
channel of the end post,
A discussion of some of the commonest types of portals
with their connections will now be taken up.
The form shown in Fig, 48 represents the most common
type of portal found by the writer, sixty-four of the bridges
investigated having portals of this type. Fig, 49 represents
a form of a heavier kind of this type v/liich was found on the
Plato Bridge, a bridge of 273-foot span, built by the Mass-
illion Bridge Co. over the Iroquois River. This type is, of
course, sub.iect to many modifications; this being especially
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true as regards the various forim of connecting plates used.
Almost every portal of this type has a different form of
connecting plate at the knee brace. Some of the commonest
forms are shovm in Fig, 50. The form of connection shown at
Fig, 50 is undoubtedly the best distribution of stresses from ^
the portal to the end post on account of the great area allowed
for rivet connection.
This form of portal is to be recommended for spans up
to 150 feet in length, except v/here broken chord trusses are
used, ?/hen it may be used for longer spans. An example of its'
use in a longer span is seen in the Plato Bridge, tt\e portal of
which is shown in Fig, 49,
It is to be recommended for the following reasons,
1st, It ia simple and ^ therefore^ economical,
2nd. It is sufficiently strong and rigid, since tv/o angles
riveted together can, if they be of the larger common sizes
employed, easily resist the stresses developed in portals of
bridges of spans up to 150 feet in length, since those stresses
seldom exceed thirty thousand pounds. Members AB and CD take
practically no 8tresSj,and serve to keep the portals rigid, '
3rd, The connections of the portal at the knee brace to the
end post is both economical and efficient , since but little
material is required to make the connection, and sufficient
area for attachment of rivets is offered,
4th. There is but very little field riveting required*
The attachment of the bent plate at "a" Fig. 48 should
not be allowed and is not economical for reasons mentioned on
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p. 44. The method of connection of the top lateral diagonals
to the upper chord employed on the other parts of the bridge,
should be used instead.
Fig. 51, which is shown below, illustrates a form of
portal strut that was found in but one case. In another case.
Fig, 51.
the form employed was the same with the exception that three
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lacing bar plates at "a" were missing. In both caf?es the
spans of the bridges^ where in the above types were found em-
ployed^ were 120 and 105 feet respectively. This type is very
rigid on account of the amount of lacing employed; but it
should not be employed for spans ranging from 100 to 150 feet
in length on account of its excessive cost. The cost of the
bent angle is large and its rigidity is not nearly as great as
that of the latticed part above. The connection is also ex-
j|
pensive since it reouires tv/o angles, but is at the same time
very efficient for those angles are offered a rigid method of
connection to the channels of the end post as is seen in Fig.
51. The form v/ould be improved if the latticed part were
deeper^ thereby making the circular bent angle of shorter radius^
and consequently stiffer.
This type of portal should not be user] on bridges having
spans of over 150 feet in length, since for bridges of less span
it is uneconomical, and for reasons stated in the above dis-
cussion^ is not to be rocommended.
A form similar to that in Fig. 51 but improved as
suggested in the preceding discussion is shown in Fig. 52.
This form was found in one bridge, the bridge having a span
of 166 feet and built by the Massillion Bridge Co. over the
Maumee River at Waterville Ohio. The form is to be recommended
for all bridges of spans greater than 150 feet. Its rigidity
and strength are increased by the angles whicl\ are used in-
stead of lacing bars^ and also by the way in which they are
held in place by the small plates at each intersection. It
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Fig. 52.
is also to be noticed that the laced part ig very much deeper
than the arch of the circular hent plate, thereby making the
entire form of greater uniform rigidity than that shown in
Fig. 42, for reasons mentioned in the discussion of that figure.
The form of portal strut shown in Fig. 53 was only
found in two case^. It is only to be allowed for spans varying
from 130 to 150 feet in lengtli. The form is somewhat expensive
due to the cost of latticing, but is quite rigid and serves
its purpose well. It has one undesirable feature that prevents
its being recommended for bridges of longer span; the method of
connection to the end post at the foot of the knee brace is
poor. The stress io only distributed evenly to the end post
on account of the method of fastening ,and the small n mber of
rivets used prevent any great rigidity being developed in the
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Fig. "53.
connection. It also decireasea the efficiency of the great
rigidity developed in the latticed part above. It ia, there-
fore^ the Opinion of the writer that, for the spans for- which
this type is applicable, the form ihown in Fig, 32 be used
instead, A modification of the typo may be seen when the lower
horizontal angles do not extend clear across but end with the
angles forming the knee brace. This^ however^ is little of an
improvement over the preceding form, the only improve T^ent,
if any, being that it lessens the cost a little. This detail
was found in but one case, I
Fig, 54 shows the form of portal strut employed in the
Oakland Bridge of 180-foot spa,n, built by the CTiicago Bridge 1
and Iron Co, over the Iroquois River, It is not to be rec-

Fig. 54.
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ommended on accoimt of the excessive coat and the lack of
rigidity. The two loop bara cannot give a rigid connection
and therefore the portal taken aa a whole cannot be aaid to
be rigid, however capable of resisting stress that it may be.
It ia expensive on account of the great amount of shop work
required to build up the strut. Then too, the connections to
the end posts offered are poor since but little area of attach*- 'I
ment is offered to the small connecting platea that support
jj
the pins. The form shown in Fig. 36, p. 52 is on account of its
j
greater rigidity to be recommended instead of this type.
.
• 1
Fig. 55

Pig. 55 shows a form of portal strut that V7as found em-
ployed in a 105-foot span bridge located at Chesterville
,
Douglas Co.
,
111. , and built by the Chicago Bridge and Iron Co.
The form is very efficient and rigid on account of the angles
i
being used in place of lacing bars ^ and the use of the small
|
connecting plate^ at each of the intersections. The connection
at the foor of the knee brace is also rigid and strong on account
of the area of connection over which the stress may be distrib-
||
uted^and the number of rivets which are employed. This type^
j
I
however^ is too expensive for a bridge of 105-foot npan. The
portal shown in Fig. 48 would, for 105-foot span bridge, serve
the purpose as well and be less expensive.
Pig. 56.

Fig, 56 shows a form of portal that was found in a
bridge of 160-foot span and built by the Indiana Bridge Co,
,
at Mahomet 111. The form is not ao rigid as the latticed forma.
It is also expensive on account of the large shop cost. It
is also expensive on account of the jaw eye bars v/hich are used.
Then too, its mode of connection to the end post is not good
|
on account of tlie fact that tlie connecting plate is only fast-
ened to one of the channels instead of to two as suggested on
p. 45 . Therefore^ the type is not recommended.
The same requisites of a good portal also apply to sway
bracing. The use of sway bracing is not necessary for high-
way bridges of less than 150-foot spans, since good top lateral
struts are capable of taking the stresses in top lateral sys-
tems. If intermediate posts are not greater than 20 feet apar1;j|
spans of greater length may be made to do without sway bracing;
but it is not policy to increase the number of posts in order
Fig. 57,
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to avoid the use of away bracing. The Plato Bridge of 273-foot
span, mentioned on p. 46 has no sway bracing, each panel
being 19 feet 6 inches in length.
Fig. 57 shows a form of sway bracing employed in the
Mahomet Bridge, the portal of which was shown on p. 54.
This represents an economical type of sv.'ay bracing, although
the cutting of the channel webs adds somewhat to its expense.
The form however is not rigid on account of the method of
attactiment of the rods. It is permissable on spans of not
over 180 feet in length.
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The form shown in Fig. 58 represents a better type
than the preceding caae. Better attachnent ie furnished, the
roda^and the placing of the strut at the lower ends of the
rods adds to the rigidity of the whole. The type could "be
improved upon if angle bars or channels v/ere used instead of
rods, and then the structure considered as a whole v/ould be
made much atiffer. The form with the iraproveinent suggested
ia^however, to be recommended and could be employed for any span]]
Pig. 59.
Fig. 59 also represents a very good type of sway brae
ing, this type being on the Maumee River Bridge, the portal
of which is shown in Fig. 52 p. 50. The form could well be
Jl
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adopted on all large span bridges on account of its great
j
strength and rigidity. It i^ recommended for the same reasons
II
that apply to the portal strut of the same form and which are 11
t - I
discussed on pages 45 and 47 •
ilRT, 11. FLOOR BEM CONNECTION'3.
The floor beams of ordinary highway bridges usually
consist of eye-beams. The eye-beams should be of sufficient
depth to prevent any preceptible deflection at the middle
of the maximum applied load, and shou^Q^ also^ have flanges of
:j
width to furnish sufficient bearing area for the ends of the
I
joists.
All designers agree upon the eye-beam as the best for
j
floor beam purposes; but they differ upon the method that I
should be employed in their connection to the other members of
the bridge. As a result there are at the present date, a large
number of types of floor beam connections, a great many poor
ones of 7/hich are in use.
j
Some of the requsites of a good floor beam connection
!|
are :-
1st. It should distribute the stress evenly to the intermediate
posts and the hip vertical,
||
2nd. It should be both strong and rigid, '
3rd. It should be simple and economical.
4th, Filed riveting should be a minimum.
5th. It should admit of facility of erection.
]
ii
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6th. It '^hould^ accorcing to Cooper's lOni <3pecifications
,
Art, 89, be go fastened to the floor beam to prevent any
end motion of the lame or a tendency to rotate due to the
action of the lateral aystem.
The floor beam connection should allow of an even dia-
tribution of stress from the floor beam to the hip vertical and
intermediate posts to prevent any eccentric stresses being
developed therein. If the stress is distributed evenly to
them there vrill be no abnormal taxing of the strength of one
part, for each part will take its share of its stress to be
opposed. Then too, the various parts can take the stress in
the direction that they were designed to take it anrl not in
any other direction, a condition which often tends to reduce
their efficiency, as v/ould be the case where eccentric stress-
es would be developed. Eccenti'ic stresses often cause rivets
to take tension. This is not allowable according to Cooper's
1901 specifications.
A floor beam connection should also be both strong and
rigid. It should be amply strong to resist all of the stress
that may be brought to bear upon it. It should be rigid enough!
to transfer to the end post all of the stress that is developed
in the floor beam. It should be simple in order that it be
economical; greater stress can also be transferred through a ij
simple connection than through a more complex one, A good
connection should be economical in that it should not be abnor-
mally expensive as compared with the other parts.
||
I,
Field riveting should be reduced to a minimum in order |i
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that the form be economical. An exce^Tive amount of field
riveting indicates one of two thingo; , either that the connection
i3 weak^ or it ha^ an unnecessarily large amount of material in
order to give sufficient riveting space for the extra number
jj
of rivets that are required for the field riveting. Cooper
in his 1901 specifications considers field rivets only two
thirds as effective as Thop rivets^ since the allowable stress
that he gives for field rivets is but two thirds of that for
shop rivets. Therefore^ if a certain number of rivets are to
'I
be driven in the field instead of in the shop, it would require
half again as many rivets, and this in turn would mean a great
deal of added material to furnish the added riveting snace which
would be necessary in that case.
The floor beam connection should admit of facility of
erection in order to reduce the cost;;. and thereby be the more
.1
|
economical,
i
It should effectually stay the floor beam from any end
li
motion or any tendency to rotate from the reaction of the '
lateral systems. If, for instance, a small amount of rotation
were allowed the floor beam might be thrown off of center and
eccentric stresses be thereby developed with the same results
mentioned in the first paragraph of this diTCussion.
||
There are two distinct types of floor beam connections
in use at present; those that are used with posts having the
channel webs perpendicular to the roadway and those that are
used with posts having channel webs parallel to the roadway.
For bridges having posts of the former type, the better con-

nection ia offere"!.
The uge of floor beam hangerg is not to be encouraged
on account of their inefficient node of connection and the
lack, of rigidity. They 3hould only be used on the grnallest
apana. Cooper states in hia 1901 'Specification that all floor
beam hangers, when permitted shall be made without adjustment
^
and so placed that they should readily be examined at all tiraea.
Floor beam connections may be employed either above or
below the chord pins. Fig, 60 shows very plainly what occurs
when a passing load stops upon a
bridge where the floor beams are
located below the chord pins,
while Fig, HI ihows the result for
the same case when the floor beams
are located above. In the latter
case the floor beam tilts in the
sane direction as the post^ and
serves as a great atiffner for
that member. Then too, the trans-
miaaion of stress from the floor
beam to the post is better on
account of the shorter distance
Fig. 60. Fig, 61, that it has to travel, Neither
does the latter case require as long a channel as the former
and is ^ therefore^ more economical, as the increased material
required in the portal when the knee brace is placed higher
up to ^ive sufficient headroom, will not balance the amount of
I
material saved, by the placing of the floor beamg above the
chord pin. The use of the floor beama as shown in Fig. 61 alao
tend to make the posts much stiffer in the re^^isting of wind
strains. Therefore^ s ince the method, of placing floor beams
above the chord pins is both more economical and efficient
than the placing of them below, it is to be recommended in all
ions follows, those in which the floor beam is below the chord
pin being taken up first.
cases.
A comparison of the various types of floor beam connect-
C )
C )
C )
< )
C )
< )
c )Oil ||o
Fig. 62.
1

The connectior! shown in Fig. 62 repreaente a fairly
common type of floor beam connection, ten caaeg being found,
It can only be used where intermediate posts have their channel
F/eba perpendicular to the roadway. The gtreaa is not transmit-
ted evenly from the floor beam to the pin, ^ince the former has
only one pin plate through which it can directly transfer
stress. The form^ however^ can be made very rigid by the ex-
tension of the channels farther down, thereby offering great-
er area for rivets. Thii will cause a more uniform distributbn
of stresses through the pin nlates. Although the above method
of obtaining a rigid connection increases the cost of the con-
nection, it 13 , nevertheless^, the best connection in present
use where floor beams are located below the chord pins, and
intermediate posts have their channel webs perpendicular to the
roadway.
j
Fig. 63 shows a form of connection to be found where
intermediate posts have their channel webs parallel to the
roadway. It is found in bridges of long span and of large
panel lengths. It represents a successful but expensive attempt
to use a connection which does not properly belong to bridges
having posts as shown in the accompanying figure. It is vir-
tually the same connection as that shown in Fig. 62, but
j
applied to the case where channel webs are parallel to the
roadv/ay. It requires heavy pin plates, the avoidance of the
use of which is one of the reasons that channels in posts are
placed v;ith their webs parallel to the roadway. Rather thon
have the added cost of a second pair of channels for the floor
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Fig. 63.
beam connection, why not place the channels with their weba
perpendicular to the roadway in the first place. It is an
efficient connection, but too expenaive and is ^ therefore^ no
t
to be recommended,
A very common form of floor beam connection and one
similar in principle to the proceeding connection?^ is shown in
V
Fig. 64.
floor beam to the hip vertical. The one great fault with this
connection ie that it usually causes a very large bending
moment on the pin, as the hanger is almost always located at
the center of the pin. The added expense of the large pin re- 'I
quired is hov/ever quite small. Then too, the form possesses
but little rigidity and is for the great part but a nodificaticn
of the ordinary type of floor beam hanger. The detail is^ there-
fore^ not to be recommended for reasons explained on p. 61,
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Fig. 65.
A aonewhat rare form of connection i=5 shown in Fig.
65, only four cases of this type, being found. It wa^ used on
some of the Largest bridges, the chief one being the 273-foot
Plato Bridge, mentioned on p. 47. It cannot be said to be an
expensive form, since it is composed entirely of angles and
plates, although their number is quite large, half a dozen
pieces being required. The connection is quite rigid although
there are five connections through which the stress must be
-r
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transferred.
The connection v/ould be improved if the angle at "a"
had a double row of rivets. The form is to be recommended.
o o
O
o o
o o
Fig. 66.
Fig. 66 shows a very effective, although expensive form
of connection found in eight cases. Its great cost rises from
the cutting of the slota in the channel 7;eb3 and from the cut-
ting down of the eye-beam. This connection approaches the ide^i
as far as po33ible for a connection of this type since it ad-
mits of a fairly even distribution of stresses from the floor
«
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beam to the pin on account of the floor beam being in direct
connection with both of the channeln. An exactly even dis-
tribution of stregg from the floor beam to the pin cannot be
obtained^since for any deflection of floor beam the greater
3tre3 3 7/ill he transferred through the nearest channel. The
connection angles shown in the figure make the form very
rigid, and they are very capable of transferring stresa on
account of the large riveting area that is offered. The type
is to be recommended for large spans on bridges having posts
with their channel webs parallel to the roadway.
Fig* 67.
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Both a poor and at the game time an expensive connect-
ion i3 ghown in Fig, (^7. It is expensive on account of the
coet required to cut the eye-beam. The ciitting of the eye-
beam mugt weaken the connection considerably and make v/hat
is gained in even distribution of stress be lost in the general
weakness of the connection as a v/hole.
This connection could not be safe on any bridge employ-
ing panels of over 25 feet in length, and is not to be recom-
mended for reasons above stated.
Fig. G3.
The form shown in Fig, 68 represents a much better con-
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nection. This form might be ^aid to be somewhat expensive,
but not more 3o than that shown in Fig. 66 where much more
material is required. It is stronger than the detail shown
in Fig. 67 since the floor beam is not cut down any in its
depth, this being the place where most of its strength lies.
Its method of connection to the channels is just as efficient
and therefore the form is to be recommended for any span where
floor beams are placed below the chord pins.
Fig. 69.
A very common form of connection is shown in Fig. 69,
this being found in sixteen cases. Its use is only permissible
for the smallest spans, on account of its lack of rigid ity^ and
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the large bending moment that it creates on the pin. The
floor beam resting on "a" is allowed to slide backv/ard and
forward in a direction perpendicular to the plane of trusses,
since there is not a fastening at either end to prevent such a
notion. However this movement is prevented to a small degree
by the v/eight of the floor system^ and the connection at equal
intervals of the joists to the floor beams. a large bending
moment is usually created in the pin, for the hanger is gener-
ally placed at its middle, thereby necessitating the use of a
pin of abnormal diameter. Then too, a circular rod allows
but little area of contact which causes the hanger to wear
away faat^ thereby endangering the floor system. This fault
could be remedied by using a rectangular bar instead. Also, a
ganger admits of a certain amount of swinging of the floor
beam when a live load passes over the bridge, Therefor-e ^ i t is
the opinion of the writer that a hanger of this type should
never be used.
Fig, 70 shows an improved form of the same type which
meets the objection mentioned on the proceeding page, that the
floor beam might slide backward and forward. It is to be
noticed that a plate instead of an angle as in Fig. 69, is
used. An angle should be used since by its depth, it prevents
any deflection which might occur where a nlate is used, thus
reducing the total amount of vibration. Notwithstanding the
above mentioned improvement the form is not to be recora-iended
for other reasons which are mentioned on the proceeding page
under the discussion of Fig. 69.
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Fig. 70.
For. bridges having the floor beams located above the
chord pins, an economical and efficient connection ia offerod
in the form shown in Fig. 71. The forn is economical since
only two angles are used. It is efficient on account of the
large number of rivets which may be used to fasten the leg of
the angle to the flanges of the channels. The pin plates
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Fig. 71, Il
make the gection of the post very rigid at this part, which
rigidity in turn means the more even dig tribut ion of stress from
the floor beam to the pin. This connection offers a very even
distribution of stresses^ and is to be recommended, I,
Fig. 72 shows a form of connection very similar
to that shown in Fig, 71, the only difference being that the
channels instead of being cut off at a point even with the
lower part of the floor beam are extended below the chord pin.
il
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Fig. 72.
This offers a greater araount of area for riveting the pin
plates to the flangea of the channel, and might be eaid to
offer a little more even distribution of stresses, botn on
account of the increased rigidity offered^ and the fact that
some of the connecting rivets might be driven closer to the
pin, than in the form shown in Fig, 71, This form should only
be employed for the l9nger panels - panels of over 25 feet in
length.
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Fig. 73. I'
A less efficient but more conmon form of connection is
Ghown in Fig, 73. The form is more expensive than that shown
in Fig, 74 since more material is required, six angles and
one plate being used.
Fig, 74 shows a somewhat rare but economical and
i
efficient form of connection. This detail is economical in
that it requires but two plates and two angles. The two
plates which connect the flanges of the channel'i give it a
large radius of gyration and ^ therefore^ great stiffness about
an axis perpendicular to the roadv/ay. This i^ required !
to resist the deflections of the floor beam. The connection
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Fig. 74.
being sufficiently rigid about both axes, a very even dia-
tribution of gtref3ge3 from the floor beam to the post ia ob-
tained. The form is ^therefore ^ to be recommended for brid-ea
of all spans, having poats with channel webs parallel to the
roadway.
Fig. 75 shows a very good form of connection
employed where channel webs of posts are perpendicular to
the roadv/ay, the floor beam in this case being made up of
four angles and a v/eb plate. A very rigid connection of the
floor beam to the pin plate is offered on account of the
• «
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Fig. 75,
large area allowed for riveting. There are two pin platea to
tranafer the gtreaa from the floor beains to the pin^. The
g trees is more evenly distributed than in the form shown in
Figs. 71 and 72, since both pin plates take compression when a
load is applied on the floor beam; whereas in the above men-
tioned forms the inner platea take compression, while the outer
ones have a tensile effect produced by the deflection of the
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floor beam v/hich thus prevents an even di'3 tribution of -itreB^,
The form 13 also economical in that only two angles are re-
quired in addition to the necessary pin TDlates, The form i'^
indeed to be recommended on account of itg being both strong
ft
and economical^ and is recommended for bridges of all irjana.
o
a
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a
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Fig. 7.'=5.
A common form of connection of the floor beam to
the hip vertical is shown in Fig. 76. It is at once noticed
that two pins are used, the upper one connecting the bars of
the hip vertical to the hip of the upper chord, while the
lower one is used for the lower chord connection. It is built
on much the same principle as the hanger and therefore for
reasons stated on p. 61 should not be used. It should not
be used even for hip vertical purposes, for bridges of over
100-foot span"! on account of its lack of rigidity, wliich arises
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fro-n the absence of any riiethod to prevent the floor beam from
slipping back and forth in a direction perpendicular to the
roadway.
o o
Pig. 77.
A rare but very efficient form of floor beam connection
ig shown in Fig. 77. This form being found employed on a bridge
of 105-foot gpan built in It. Joe Twp. , Champaign Co. , by the
Lafayette Bridge Co. The detail offer=3 a rigid connection
of floor beam to p03t and algo allows a uniform distribution

of gtre33 to same. It 13 not expensive lince only one
j|
channel and two angles are employed. The amount of rigidity
developed in the connection depends upon the depth of the
floor beain^3ince the deeper the floor beam the more riveting
area ie offered. The form ig recommended for all spans.
ART. 12. J CIST 3.
Joigts are U3ed for the support of the floor system.
When wooden bridges were in vogue they merely consisted of
planks which were laid end to end in much the same manner that
the joists of the present time are. At the present time joiits''
are made up of either eye-beams or channels or both. These
j|
arf=! laid in equally distant rows parallel to the roadway, the
ends of each resting upon the floor beams. Eye-beams are
usually used for all the inside rows and channels for the
two outer ones. The floor-beam flanges should be of suffic-
ient width to afford ample footing for the joists, and also allQv
at least one half of an inch distance between ends of joists
to allow for changes of temperature and inequalities of length.
If this distance i"> not left between the joists, a high
temperature might cause the eye beams and chaimels to expand t
and meet each other, and then buckling will result. Rivets
or bolts are used to fasten the joists to the floor beams
and thegre should never be placed less than one and one-fourth
inches from the ends of the joists. In designing joists,
they should be considered as simple beams acting under a
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uniform load. A wooden plank usually fa^^tened to the top
of each joist by means of bolts which are placed at equal in-
tervals along the joint's length, as shown in Fig. 78. Thii
is to give nailing area for the fastening of the floor to the
joist systen.
OO
OO
not less than l/2 -inches.
^not less than 1 l/4 inches.
•Fi.g. 78,
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ART. 13. J0I-3T RAI'3ER3 and SHOE 3TRUT3.
Joi^^t Raiaerg are employed at the end of highway
bridges to keep the joists and flooring in the end panels
level. The shoe strut ia used to aupport the joist raisers
which in turn support the flooring. Very often the joist
raisers are dispensed with, in which case the shoe strut
either consists of an eye-beam or a channel. In the majority
of cases however, joist raisers are used. They usually con-
sist of channels which are placed utdoh the shoe strut which
is generally made up of either channels or eye-beams. The
most common types of end struts follow.
C) O o o o
o o o o
\'/ \' •/
r\
—
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Fig. 79.
A very common and efficient form of end strut is shown
j
in Fig. 79 . It is economical in that only one piece is
nece^.sary, this being an eye-beam. A modified form is found
where ajpumber of plates are fastened to the upper flange to
give attachment to the joists. This is shown by the dotted
lines in the above figure. The form offers a good connection
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to the pedeBtal by the upper flange of the eye-beam. For
long panel lengths, it does not give sufficient bearing upon
the maaonry, since the shoe strut has to support on© half of
the panel load. Channel forms, such as those shown in Pig.
80 should be used instead. Both forms allow for expansion at
the roller end. The first form allowing for it by the slot
v/hich is cut in the connecting plate, the second by the slots
in each joist connecting to the plates. The form is to be
recommended for bridges employing panel Lengths of not over
15 feet.
r\ r\ r\
• • • •
KJ KJ
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Fig. 80.
Pig, 80 shows a somewhat common form of combined
strut and joist raiier it being in this case a channel. These
angles are riveted to the flanges of the channel and serve to
give the strut rigid and even bearing on the masonry. The
detail is quite rigid and offers a good connection to the
pedestal by means of the web of the channel, thereby increas-
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ing the rigidity of the entire bridge structure against the
wind. It affords not only sufficient opportunity for a uniform
distribution of stress from the floor system to the joist
raiser, but also a good distribution of stress to the masonry;
since the area of contact between the angles and the masonry
is ample. The form is efficient for bridges of short panel
lengths v/here a great stress is never obtained in the shoe
strut.
Pig. 81.
The form of end strut shown in Fig, 81 is more common
than that Bhown in Fig. 80, A plate rests upon the masonry
jj
throughout the entire length of the strut. This plate supports 1
a channel on its flange ends and thus transmits the stress
from the channel to the masonry plate. The plate is used to
j
distribute the stress uniformly to the masonry. The form would
be more efficient if the channel were held rigidly in its
,
place, but as it is there is nothing but the weight of the
flooring to prevent its moving too and fro parallel to the
roadway. This form can therefore be uied for the roller end
as well as for the fixed end. The form is not to be recommended
as very desirable.
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Fig. 82.
A rare thou^^h efficient form of end strut ig ghovvn in
82. This i3 reverse of the strut ^^hown in Pig. 80. in this
case t)ie ghoe Btrut conaists of the channel, and the joist
raigerg of angles which are riveted to the flanges of the
channel. The stress from the floor system is distributed quite
evenly to the strut^ which in turn distributes it uniformly to
the masonry. The form is rigid, is not expensive and is to
be recommended.
\i—
V
Fig. 83.
Fig. 83 shows a somewhat common but inefficient type of
end strut, the shoe strut in this case being an eye-beam, the

joist raiger a channel. The form 13 not efficient on account
of the method of transferring the Btre33 from the strut to
the masonry, the stress having to pass through the flanges of
the eye-beam. The flanges of the eye-beam seldom exceeding
3/8 of an inch in thickness, but little chance is given the
stress to distribute itself over the masonry^ and as a result
the masonry under the flanges wears away and tends to crack.
This detail is not to be recommended in any case.
Fig. 84. j'
Fig, 84 shows a form of end strut similar in principle
i]
to that shown in Fig, 81 in which a channel rested upon a i;
masonry plate. In this case, the joist-raiser channel rests
upon a shoe^strut channel, the flanges of which tend to keep
the- joist raiser in place. The web of the shoe-strut channel j
\
distributes the stress uniformly from the flanges of the
joist-raiser channel to the masonry, thus making the form
similar to that shovm in Fig, 81 as mentioned above. The form
!
is very efficient in that the stress in the flooring is dis-
tributed very evenly to the strut and then in turn to the
|
masonry even more uniformly on account of the increased area
of contact offered. The form is also economical since only
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two channel^B are required. Sufficient rigidity obtained
where the flanges of the upper channel fit gnugly into the
flange 3 of the lower channel*
The form is, therefore^ to be recommended for bridges
having panels of almost any length.
I
r> n
I
Fig, 85.
A very rare form of end gtrut employed on a pony truss
ig ghown in Fig. 85. The 3hoe gtrut in thi'^ ca^ie, congi3t3
of a number of angles which are riveted to the joist raiser
angles in the manner ah07/n. The form is very efficient for a
pony truss^ in that it offers a uniform distribution of stress
from the floor system to the strut and from the strut to the
masonry. It is similar in principle to that shown in Fig.
80, an angle being used in this case instead of a channel.
The form is economical in that only the standard sizes of
angles are used. It is recommended for all pony trusses, but
for bridges employing larger panel lengths, the form shown
in Fig, 80 should be used Instead.
Fig, 86 shows a somewhat rare form of end strut which
is a modification of the form shown in Fig. 79
. The eye beam
rests upon small plates which in turn rest upon the masonry.

These plates are riveted to the flanges of the eye beam. The
i'
form is but little of an improvement over that shown in Fig.79 ;
except that the little irregularities in the masonry do not
need to be cut down to make the strut level, but the saving
of expense in this v/ay is compensated by the added expense of
the plates. The form is^ therefore^ only to be recommended for
bridges employing short panel lengtln. If this type is de-
sired for bridges with longer panel lengths, the plates should
be made of corresponding larger area.
Fig. 86.
Fig. 87 also shows a rare form of end strut, this
type being found on the 100-by 16-foot bridge built in Decatur
Township by the Wrought Iron Bridge Co. This bridge has many
unique features as is mentioned on p. 31 . It might be said
that the shoe strut in this case consists of an eye-beam
supported on a number of small masonry plates. The joist
raisers consist of a number a U-plates which hold the joists
in place. The form is efficient^ since the fastening of the
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Fig. 87.
shoe plates to the nagonry by boltf? adds to the rigidity of the
whole, although it alao adds to the expense. The U-platea are
used to keep the joists in place and^at the same time allow
j
for the expansion due to temperature. The detail is , therefore^ '
to be recommended for bridges with spans of almost any length
but employing small panel lengths, these panel lengths not to
exceed 20 feot.
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ART. 14. PEDE3TAL3.
The pGdegtal 13 deaigned to tranarait the stress from
ii
the end post and lower chord to the masonry on which it rests.
Fixed pedestals may be employed for both ends of highway bridg-
;
eg of spans of less than 30 feet. Cooper's Ipni specif icationgj
stating that for all spans greater, roller nests should be
provided at one end. For bridges of less span, smooth surfaces
should be provided at one end for the free end to slide on.
j
The pedestal should be very rigid to obtain the best trans-
|
mission of stress. It should be also economical^ and well
protected from the elements.
Cooper *3 1001 Specifications state, "All bed plates
must be of such dimensions that the greatest pressure upon the
jj
pedestal stone «hall :.ot exceed two hundred and fifty pounds
1;
per square incli,
"Pedestals shall be made of riveted plates and angles, '
All bearing surfaces of the "base plates and vertical webs must
i
be plained. The vertical webs must be secured to the base by 1
angles having two rows of rivets in the vertical legs. No
j
base plate or web connecting angle shall be less in thic"!cne3s
ji
than 3/4 inches. The vertical webs shall be of sufficient
j
height and must contain material and rivets enough to pract-
1
^
'i
ically distribute the loads over the bearing or roller.
j|
"Where the size of the pedestal permits, the vertical
webs must be rigidly connected transversly. All the bed
||
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plate.i under fixed and movable ends must be fox bolted to the
masonry; for trussoa these bolts must not be less than 1 l/4
inch in diameter.
'^7hile the expansion ends of all trusses must be free
to move longitudinally under changes of temperature, they shall
be anchored against lifting or moving sideways."
Also it is the best practice to place the vertical
connecting plates on the inside of the channels of the end posta
A good pedestal should also offer a good connection for
ti
the bottom lateral diagonal and the end strait. The fixed end |l
ii
commonly called the pedestal^ usually consist of two parts, the |l
cast iron raiser, and the supporting part proper, which con- |l
sists of riveted plates and angles. The cast raiser is nec-
essary to raise the pedestal plate even with the top of the
]j
1
shoe strut. The pedestal plate is required to transmit uni- !
formly the stress from the end post and lower chord to the j;
cast iron raiser^ which in turn transmits the stress to the mas-
onry support. The pedestal plate furnish connections for the 'l
end strut. Cast iron raisers afe now nearly all of standard
^
form and dimensions. The only way in which cast raisers are
|]
found to vary is in the location of the holes for the anchor
jbolts, some standards having the bolt holes on the outside of '!
the main body of the raiser while others have them on the in-
side. The method of placing the anchor bolt holes on the
outside of the main body of the raiser gives the r)edostal a
'
more rigid hold on the masonry but is at the -same time more
expensive. The raiser should be securely fastened to the ped- i|
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eatal plate at the fixed end while at the free end slotted hoiesi
should be provided.
The pedestal plate proper usually consist of three
platea and two angles aa shown in Fig, 88. A rigid connection
between plates and angles should be offered since all of the
stress lias to be transmitted through these to the raiser below.
For this reason two rows of rivets are required in the vertical
webs of the pedestal angles^ as required by the specifications
mentioned on p. 9n
.
Many forms of vertical connecting plates are used as willj
be seen by tho following drawings. Their shape iias no bearing
'
i
upon the efficiency of the pedestal as long as they are within
specifications, so the designer can use his judgment as to the
most economical shape to employ. However, the form shown in
Fig, 91 is recommended on account of the ease with which it
may be cut.
Anchor bolts are of two types; those in which the end
ia forked and those in which the rod part is corriigated. The
former are called fox-bolts. They are thou^jht by many writers
of specifications to be the more preferable 'lince the forking
of the end is thought to increase the efficiency a sufficient
amount to warrant the increased cost. Anchor bolts are some-
times located at the middle of the sides of the pedestal plate
while at other times they are placed in the opposite corners,
the former method being preferred as all stress parallel to the
plane of roadway is then transmitted evenly to the pedestal
plate.
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For all large bridges, pin plates should be fastened
to the out'^ide of the channels of the end posts to le-^sen the
bearing and shearing stress on the pin.
Some of the commonest types of pedestals follow,
I II II
~^
Fig. 88.
Fig. 88 shows a very common form of pedestal which
consists of two parts, the cast taiser and the plate. The
two parts are fastened together in this case, by means of
anchor bolts. This detail does not offer a very good connect-
ion for the lower lateral diagonals since a forked rod is
required^ and usually employed and this entails extra expense.
The form of connecting plate is good as it involves but little
waste of material and is easily cut into that shape. It
should^ however^ have two rowg of rivets in the vertical legs of
the angles as per the specifications mentioned on p. 90. The
detail is recommended for spans of not more than 1^0 feet in
length.
\
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Fig. 89.
The detail shown in Fig. 89 is efficient and economical
for bridges of small gpang. The Z bars and masonry plate take
the place of the cast iron raiser shown in Fig. 88 and are just
as efficient and more economical for small spans, although
the stress in the pedestal is not distributed quite so uniform-
ly to the masonry. The bent plate at "a" takes the place of
the extended plate shown in the preceding figure and offers
a better method of connection to the lo'.ver lateral diagonals
as is explained on p. 35 . The form is^ therefore^also to
be recommended for bridges of spans under ino feet in length.
Fig. 90 shows a form of pedestal that is not so eff-
icient as that shown in the preceding figure. The connection
of two angles in the manner shown is very inefficient, since
very little rigidity can be obtained by one row of rivets
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Pig. 90.
placed in the manner shown on account of the 3mall area of
contact offered. Although the connections offered^ the fjhoe
strut and lower lateral diagonals are good, the detail ig,
on account of the above fault, not to be recommended and if
ueed at all should only be used on bridges of less than GO feet
span.
Pig, 91 shows a common detail for a pedestal in which
nb raiser except the masonry plate is employed. This form
shows another economical method of cutting the connecting
plate. The detail offers a good connection for both the
lateral diagonals and the shoe strut. It offers a rigid con-
nection to the pin in that there are two roT/a of rivets in the
vertical legs of the angles. The pedestal plate is held in
place by the two angles attached to the masonry plate. The
form is, on account of its stability and efficiency to be

o
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recommended for bridges of all apana.
Fig, 92 Blio'va a pedestal very similar in principle to
that shown in Fig. 88, the pedestal plate resting upon a cast
iron raiser. The connecting plate instead of being fastened
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only to the pin as is shown in Fig, 91, extends and is riveted
far up on the inside of the channels of the end posts making
che connecting very rigid. The ends of the end post channels
should he planed to a smooth surface when cut in the manner
shown in the above figure. The connection offered the lower
I II
Fig, 92.
lateral diagonal and shoe strut is not good on account of the
forked rod that is required and usually employed. Then too,
the tilting effect caused by the wind produces tension in the
rivets on that side on which the wind is acting. The form ir>^
however^ very simple and ^the re fore^ economical. The use of the
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form i3 allowable for all spans of leag than 150 feet in
length where the tilting effect ia not too great to be guccegs-
fully resisted by rivets in tension, but could be employed
for larger spans if a better connection to the bottom lateral
diagonal was offered.
i J
CSS' ' *
r
Fig. 93.
Fig. 93 also shows an efficient type of pedestal. It
is built on the same principle as that shown in Fig. 91 the
pedestal plate resting upon a masonry plate. There are^ how-
ever^ no angles fastened to the masonry plate to keep the ped

estal plate in place but this ia allowed for by the anchor
boltg which keep both platea in place. The method of connect-
ion to the loweral lateral aygtem and end strut 13 good. The
cutting of the end pogt into the ahape ^hOvvn ia aoraewhat
expen3ive but little atreaa ia t'lrown on the rivet and pin
connections^ and the connection can^ therefore , be made much
atiffer. \?hen the end post channela are cut in the manner
ahovyn, they nuat have the end cut planed dov/n to a smooth
surface. The connecting angles, instead of only being fastened
to the pin aa ia shown in Fi;;. 91 extend and are riveted far
up on the inside of t)ie end post channela, thus making the form
very rigid. T ie form is^ therefore^ to be recommended for all
spans.
ART. 15. ROLLER 3 AND MASONRY ?LATS.3.
Coopers 1901 Specifications state:
"All bridges of over BO feet span shall have hinge
bolsters on both ends and at one end nests of turned friction
rollers running between planed surfaces. These rollers shall
not be less than 2-7/8 inches in diameter for spans of 100
feet or less, and for greater spans, this diameter shall be
increased in proportion of one inch for every 100 feet addition
al.
"The rollers shall be ao proportioned that the pressure
per linear inch of roller shall not exceed the product of
the diameter in inches by three hundred pounds. (300 d)
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"The rollers Tnu3t be of machinery ateel and the bearing
plates of medium steel.
"The rollers and bearings munt be ao arranged that they '
can be readily cleaned and so that they will not hold water,"
Roller nesjis should be placed on all bridges of over
80-foot span as per the preceding specifications. They are
employed as a protection for the trusses against changes in
temperature. The coefficient of linear expansion of steel is
0,0000065, Assuming one hundred degrees as the maximum change
in temperature^ and 80 feet as the length of the bridge, the
change in length of the truss considered as a rigid member
would be fi/lO-inches, If this deformation would be prevented
which would be the case if both ends were fixed, it i^ evident
that in addition to the abnormal strains that would come on the
j
pedestals, large strains would also come on the members of the
trusses^ and cause them to buc'kle. The reason that sliding
nests instead of roller nests are not used is that the sliding ij
surfaces very often become rusted while that end of the bridge
is remaining stationary under a constant tem-nerature , and then
refuses to work when called upon. Sometimes dirt gets in
between the friction plates and this has the same effect as
!
rust. Roller nests on the other hand can stand much more dirt
and rust before they refuse to work and are^ therefore ^ used for
large spans where expense permits.
Roller guides should always be provided to prevent
rollers from rolling in any but the desired direction.
Roller nests should be bolted to the masonry as men-
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tioned in specifications on p. 90.
In general, the same requisita of a good pedestal also
applies to the roller neats, namely that it should be rigid,
strong, economical, well protected from the elements, and
should offer good connections for the end posts, bottom lateral^
and the lower chords.
Masonry plates should always be at least 3/8 -inches
jj
thick and should not have a greater pressure upon the masonry
than two hundred and fifty pounds per square inch. They
should be bolted to the masonry in the same manner as the
pedestals.
The various types of roller nests and masonry plates
will now be discussed.
Fig. 94.
Pig. 94 shows the most coranon, although not the best
type of roller nest employed on r-nost highway bridges. It con-
sists of a masonry plate to which are attached two angles
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which aerve as roller guides, Reating on thia plate are the
rollers
,
long cylinders of steel having axle ends to fit into
the roller guide angles. Above the rollers is the pedestal
plate and its connection to the end post. This plate may have
any of the various forma shown in the preceding discussion on
pedestals.
Fig. 95.
The detail is not as efficient as that shown in Fig.
9 5 where another roller guide is inserted in the form of a
thin plate attached to the masonry plate by counter-sunk
rivets, the roller? being cut down to a s-^ialler diameter to
allow the necessary space.
This detail is, howevei; more expensive than that shown in
the preceding figure on account of the greater length required
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of the rollers which munt conform to specifications. This
form ia therefore only to be recommended for bridges of over
150-foot span, the preceding type being amply efficient for
bridges of less span,
MT. 16. MINOR DETAILS,
(a) HUB GUARDS.
Hub guards usually consist of either angles or channels,
angles being employed on bridges of short spans, and channels
being used for the longer spans. They are used as a protect-
ion to the posts against injury from the hubs of the vehicles
v/hich pass over the bridge. Where there are no sidewalk
supports, they serve as a fence to "keep pedestrians from
falling off the bridge. A good hub guard also gives an added
rigidity to the bridge stmcture as a whole, since a post which
is rigidly supported at three points is stronger than one
supported at only two. U'hile ho stress is considered as
obtaining in hub guards, they should nevertheless be of pro-
portionate size according to the panel length of the bridge.
A small angle serving as a hub guard on a long panel is un-
sightly and inefficient since it does not furnish any added
rigidity to t'le post, and also because it cannot resist the
dangers that arise in the case of greater and usually larger
traffic.
The connection of the hub guard to Vie posts should be
so as to prevent the hub guard from be in;: easily wrenched loose
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"by traffic. It should be of auch a section that a great
amount of rigidity will be furnished the post frorq the hub
guard.
There should always be at least two rows of anglei or
channels on each side of the bridge to serve as hub guards,
whether a means of connection between the rows be offered or
not. Hub guards are usually placed about three and one half
feet above the floor. Lacing is often employed to advantagein
hub guards since it increases the stiffness of the hub guard
considerable.
Hub guards might be divided into two general classes,
namely, those which offer attachment to posts where channel
webs are parallel to roadway and those which furnish connect-
ions for po^ts having channel webs perpendicular to roadway.
The former type will be taken up first.
I—Jjjl jfll \ I rft I I ift I
Fig. 96,
A very common hub guard and connection is seen in Fig.
96. Here the hub guard consists of two channels fastened by
the backs of their v/ebs to the posts by means of small cir-
cular shaped blocks as seen in tlie above figure. Connecting
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bolta pasa through the webs of the channels and the crown of
the cast iton block or guard connection. The guard channels
are made equal to the panel lengths. The detail is efficient
for bridges of all ordinary spans since the blocks are not
expensive and offer a fairly rigid connection to the posts.
For bridges of very long spans, the form could be improved by
the use of two small channels instead of the block. This would
give a more rigid connection of guard to posts.
-nr
3
Fig. 97.
Fig, 97 shows the hub guard and connection employed in
the Oakland Bridge which was built by the Chicago Bridge &
Iron Co. , in Coles and Douglas Co. , and has a span of 180
feet. In this case two rows of channels and one rov; of gas
pipes were used to form the hub guard, the connection to the

po3t3 being made by combinations of angles, gas pipes, plates,
and bolts ag is to be seen in the preceding figure. The form
is efficient since the gas pipes offer a sufficiently rigid
connection of channels of guard to hip vertical on account of
the great stability that the gas pipes have on the plane
surface of the hip vertical bars and also becaiise the connect-
ing angles offer a rigid connection of guard to post channels
through the flanges of the latter, A poor connection 13 offer-
ed the upper gas pipe forming the hub guard to the end post
since only a very small pin is used for connecting purposes.
Neither is the connection of the gas pipe to the intermediate
posts very good on account of the hanger- like method of attach-
ment to the same. The gas pipe is however probably not used
for strictly hub guard purposes but for ornamental or hand-rail
purposes instead since the channels are of sufficient size and
have a sufficiently good connection to the posts.
Pig. 98.
V.1
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A aomewhat common form of hub guard is shown in Fig. 98.
It consiat^ of two anglee attached to the flangea of the chan-
nel po3t3 by means of batten plates. The attacliment to the
end poits is offered by means of other angles. The detail is
good since rigid connections are possible in most cases. The
detail is however not to be recommended for panels exceeding
15 feet in length since it is too light. If hov;ever angles
allowing two rows of rivets v/ere used to form the hub guard,
the form could be used for longer panels, -
Fig, 99. "
A common and efficient detail is to be seen in Fig. 99,
It consists of two angles which are laced. The connecting to !|
the posts is offered by means of a U-shaped plate
v/hich is attached by its flanges to the flanges of the posts-
channel. The form is very good in that it is economical and
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aerves its purpose well since the guard ia set well out froni
the post by means of the U-shaped plate. This lessens
the dangers of vehicles striking the pOf3t3. The lacing of the
angles adds greatly to the rigidity of the hub guard as a whole
and consequently to the entire bridge structure. The attach-
ment to the post is sufficient since eight rivets should hold
any stress that will come in the hub guard. However, if greater
strength were required, a batten plate might be fastened to
the flanges of the post-channel and the plate flanges be made
longer to admit four rov/s of rivets instead of two. The angles
of the hub guard proper might then be made larger to admit two
rows of rivets in order to furnish more rigid connection to
the U-shaped plate. This improvement should only be
placed on panels of over 25 feet in length, since it is too
expensive for smaller panels. The detail is recommended for ai:
panels up to 25 feet in length.
Fig. 100.
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Fig. 100 shows an inefficient detail for a hub guard.
It consists of two angles laced and attached to the post by
means of slip angles. The lacing of the angles adds to the
rigidity of the hub guard as a whole, and also offers a better
protection for the posts against the traffic, but its efficien-
cy ia greatly reduced by the poor attachment offered the hub
guard to the post. The form is allowable on spans having
panel lengths not exceeding 15 feet, but for greater panel
lengths angles allowing two ro'v^s of rivets should be used. A
great part of the rigidity of the guard is then transferred to
the post.
1^ at
2 in
11
2
• Pig. 101.
An efficient type of hub guard is shown in Fig. 101
which is but a modification of Fig. 98. It is, however, a
decided improvement as a very efficient mode of connection to
the post is offered in addition to the great strength and rig-
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idity that obtains in the hub guard, when laced. The detail i3,
when laced, recommended for bridges employing panel lengths of
an^' length, r7here channels are not laced, the form is recommend^
for bridges employing panel lengths not exceeding 20 feet in •
length,
(b) SIDEiVALK SUPPORTS.
Sidewalk supports are usually only employed on the
highway bridges of large cities, where the great amount of
traffic forbids the use of the bridge floor for pedestrians.
For highway bridges in the country, sidewalk supports are not
necessary since the highway traffic is so light that ample
opportunit.ies are offered people to pass over the bridge in
safety.
Sidewalk supports u^?ually range from four to twelve
feet in width, six feet being very common, Where sidewalk
supports are used, a railing should also be used, to be placed
at the outer extremity of the support to keep pedestrians
from falling off the bridge. This railing should be at least
four feet in height.
The flooring and joists on sidewalk supports are pract- ']
ically the same as that employed for the floor system proper.
The floor beam however is seldom if ever made of an eye-beam
j
since it is too expensive and would prevent a good connection
|
being made to the posts. It is usually made up of a web plate
and angles secured together by rivets in much the same way as •
in a plate girder. The web plate tapers towards the outside
of the bridge v/here it has only the railing to support. The
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web plate and angles act ag a cantilever beam.
A common sidewalk support is seen in Fig, 102, v/hi
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embodies all the features mentioned in the above diacuagion.
The detail itself i3 very strong and rigid, but its attachraent
to the posts is weak, since ^the rivets in the upper part of the
connecting angle are in tension when a load is placed near the
outer extremity of the supiiort. The form could be improved if
a method of attachment to the railing were offered through the
end post. The form is hov/ever efficient for bridges that do
not take care of a large amount of pedestrian travel.
(c) FLOORS, ('./ooden)
Wooden floors as employed in the majority of highway
bridges consist of planks which are laid flat and in a
direction perpendicular to the roadway, and about one fourth of
an inch apart. The planks vary in width from six to twelve
inches and from two and one half to three inches in depth, the
most common dimensions being 8 in, x 2-1/2 in.
Another type of floor system is seen where there are two
layers of planks laid diagonally across each o the i-^, and with
the direction of the roadway. This is seen in large cities,
where great strength in the floor system is needel. The type
is poor on account of the poor ventilation offered the flooring
and the fact that -GLnless the flooring slopes towards the out-
side, and this is very seldom the case, water will soak into
the planks and in time cause them to rot. Sometimes too, in
large cities, Chicago being an example, wooden blocks are
placed over a diagonal system of floor planks but the same
result is sure to occur, i. e,
,
the floor blocks will rot out
in a short time due to the impossibility of properly draining
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them. In ^uch cases as in the above where a great deal of
*
traffic has to be contended v/ith, it would be much better to
employ brick pavements, asphalt, or very thick planks to be
laid in the manner described in the first paragraph of this
discusTion. The bricks to accomplish their purpose fully,
should be cemented together in order to furnish a practically
impervious surface. Concrete floors are also coming into
prominence.
Fig. 103.
The planks of wooden flooring should be fastened to
the joists in the manner shown in Fig. 103. The nailing planks
are bolted to the eye-beams or channels whichever the case may
^
be.
Fig. 10 4. Fig. 10 5.
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Another inefficient method is to be see-i in Fig. 105,
where the floor planks are fastened to the joists by the clinch-*
ing of the spikes over the flanges of the eye-beams or joists.
This is poor policy on account of the weak connection offered
the joists, very little stress being required to partially
bend the nail back to its original position and thereby leave
the plank looae.
Felloe guards are usually placed at the outer ends of
the planks on each side of the roadway at a distance of about
tv/o feet from the posts. They are usually of square cross
sections varying from four to eight inches on a side. They
should be made of the beat oak and should be bolted to the
nailing plank attached to the joist below. One edge of the
plank is usually chipped off as is seen in Fig, 103. These
felloe guards are placed in this position to protect the posts
of 'the bridge from the traffic.
(c) FLOORS (Concrete)
While the use of concrete for various purposes has
been making rapid advances in the recent yearn, it has not,
however, made any marked progress in the v/ay of being used for
highway-bridge floor-purposes. This is in part due to the
large cost of the concrete in the first place, and also to
the general idea of the majority of highway commiss ionera that
it increases the weight of the whole structure so much that
a much larger and stronger bridge must be built to withstand
the extra weight coming on the floor system. While it is true

that the first coat of reinforced concrete quite large, it S
also true that reinforced concrete is much stronger and better
prepared to withstand those kind of loads which come on or-
dinary highway bridges. Also, the cost of maintenance is
practically negligible, whereas for timber floors a constant
replacing of worn out floors is necessary. The general idea
jl
of most highway commissioner",. that reinforced concrete floors
increase the weight of the whole bridge structure considerably 1
is erroneous, f'or in the majority of cases wherein concrete
\
flooring has been used instead of timber, the weight of the
former has not been found to exceed that of the latter by
more than ten percent. This is due principally to the fact
that the use of joists, which constitute a large part of the
weight of the entire bridge, is omitted. Then too, the use
of concrete allows a better drainage system for the floor,
and therefore better protects the floor beams from the weather
and also makes a superior roadway for the traffic passing
over it.
Therefore it is the opinion of the ivriter that the use
of concrete floors for highway-bridge purposes is not as gen-
eral as it should be, and that it is false economy to use
timber floors which require constant repairing, instead of
concrete which requires practically no repairs and v/ill last
as long as the bridge structure itself; thio being especially
true for bridges of spans of less than 80 feet in length. It
would be true also for larger spans where it not for the fact
that the highway commissioners in the majority of counties have

very limited funds with which to work, thus necessitatirxg the
building of somewhat flimsey structures.
Where reinforced concrete floors are used, the worknan-
ship and material employed should he of the very best since
poor F/ork of this kind is practically worthless.
Concrete floors should always be at least six inches
thick at the thinnest portion, should also have a layer of neat
cement at least one inch thick to serve as a crown and as a
protection to the concrete below, should in all cases be cover^
with gravel or come other common road material for protection
against the abraision of the horses hoofs and should always
be furnished with sufficient crown at the middle of the road-
way to furnish good drainage to the curbs. The curbs should
also be set to a grade to furnish good drainage for the floor
system longitudinally.
There are many methods employed for reinforcing con-
crete in bridge floors, two of the more common of which will
be shown.
A very common and efficient method of reinforcing con-
crete floors in highway bridges are shown in Fig, 106 which
represents the type of floor employed in the Maumee River Bridge
of 166-foot span, and which was built by the Massillion Bridge
*
Co, , at Waterville Ohio. The weight of the joists is not done
away v;ith in this case as the joists serve as the reimforce-
ment of the concrete while the added weight of the concrete
floor in this case become quite large; the floor system as a
whole is made very strong. The tying of the joists together
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by the rods, also nakes it very rigid and serves as a protection
to the concrete against vibtationa of the floor beams. The
cost of the corrugated arches is not great, and the form may
therefore be said to be economical for bridges of over 150-foot
span where the added weight of the floor system, due to the
concrete is not great as compared vv'ith the entire weight of
the bridge.
Pig. 106.
Fig. 107 shows a type of reinforced concrete construct-
ion that is common to smaller highway bridges. The form is
very strong since it had two layers of reinforcing bars in the
concrete, which are laid in a perpendicular direction with
each other. The form is economical since no steel joints are
!
required as in the precedir>g form, thereby reducing to a great
extent the added weight due to the use of the concrete floor-
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Fig. 107.
This form should not, hov^ever be, used on bridges employ-
ing a greater panel length than 16 feet, as too large a strain
will then come upon both the concrete and the inetal arch in
the middle of the panel length. The form is to be recommended
for small spans of panel lengths no greater than 16 feet,
ART. 17. CONCLUSION.
The constant use of certain forms of details for the
various parts of highway bridges is not to be recommended on
account of the varying conditions that are to be met with, and
the fact that no progress would be made in deiign if various
designs of details were not used experimentally. Therefore
it i not the purpose of the writer to state specifically the .
only forms that are ever to be used, but rather to suggest the
deti-ils that, in the majority of cases, are to be recommended
under normal conditions.
The essential features that are required of the details
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which are recornriended are in general, economy, efficiency,
simplicity of construction and errection,.ind rigidity and
strength, A summary of the most efficient type follows, the
various details being taken up in the same order as discussed
in the preceding articles. No attempt will be made in the
discussion of the relative merits of each detail as this is
considered to have been treated substantially in the preceding
articles. Ready reference to discussions may however be made I
by meam of the f igjires.
END POSTS AUD UPPER CHORDS:- Two channels, lacings
and a cover plate arranged as shown in Pig, 1
, p, 2 Q'^e con-
sidered as forming the best detai^. for end post and upper
chord construction. The end post and upper chord sections
should be made of the same dimension-^. They should be designed
to comply v/ith the requirements mentioned on pages three and
four.
INTEmffiDIATE POSTS;- The use of intermediate posts
with their channel webs parallel to the roadway v/ith the
connections shown in Fig, 3 p, 9 , to the upper chord is
advised for bridges of spans up to 130 feet in length. For
greater spans, the use of intermediate posts with channel webs
perpendicular to roadway with connection to upper chord as
shown in Fig, 4, p, 9 i^^^ recommended,
HIP VERTICAL;- The hip verticals shown in Pig. 7 and
8, p. ii represent the most advisable types for bridges ?/ith
intermediate posts having channel v/ebs parallel and perpendic-
ular to roadway respectively. For very small spans the form
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shown in Fig. 11 p. 14 ia suggested,
MAIN MD COUNTER TIES:- Main ties, in pin and connected
trusses, should always consist of eye-bars which should be
packed well and be placed a'3 near each other on the pins as
practical. The ratio of the width to the depth of the bar
should be aa explained on p. 16 . Two bars should always be
used for counter purposes as shown in Fig. 17 i p. 20, turn
buckles being provided for each in all cases. However, r;he re ver
only one bar is used it should be forked as shown in Fig, 15, p,
l^i, or less preferably placed adjacent to the other ties and
eccentrically on the pin as shown in Fig, 1-
,
p. 18 . For
riveted trusses, the form shown in Fig, 16', p, 19 is reconinenc^
LOWER CHORDS;- For all pin connected trusses the
iov/er chord should be made up of eye-bars employing a ratio
of width to depth as mentioned, in preceding paragraph, Where-
ever a number of tension members are acting about a pin, they
should be alternately placed on each side of the pin to avoid
a large bending moment. The chord members nearest the middle
of the truss should be placed on the outside as explained on
p. 21 and shown in Fig, 20, p, ^2 , For riveted trusses, the
most efficient form is shown in Fig. 19, p, 22 . Fig, 19 and
20, p, 22 shov; the most common location of the post for the
two types respectively and also the method of packing employed
in each case.
TOP LATERAL STRUTS;- Fig. 23, p. 24, shows an econom-
ical and efficient form if top lateral strut for bridges of
spans up to 100 feet in length. An efficient and top lateral
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strut i'3 represented in Fi^. 22 p. 23 • It is also recommended
for 3pana not exceeding 100 feet in length. For greater spans
the form shown in Fig, 2 8, p. C6 , or Fig. 2 9„ p. 26 are rec-
oainended as they are far in advance of any of the other types
in effectiveness.
TOP LATERAL DIAGONAL AND CCin-BlCTIONg The use of
angles for top lateral diagonal purposes is to be preferred
for reasons mentioned on page 28 , Where rods are used the
connections shown in Fig, 31 and 32 p, 3n are to be recommended
for reasons mentioned on that page,
BOTTOM LATERAL DIAGONALS AITO CONNECTIONS;- Bottom
lateral diagonals should be designed as described on p, 33 ,
Rods in this case are to be preferred over angles owing to
the limited available space that is allowed for connection
purposes. Fig, 39, p. 35 represents the best method of
connection of diagonal to pedestal for reasons stated on that
page, while Fig, 43 is the best for connection of diagonal to
intermediate floor beams,
FLOOR BEM^ CONNECTIONS:- There are two types of floor
;
beam connections namely, those offering connection of floor
j
beam to posts v/hose channel webs are perpendicular or parallel
to roadway respectively. Floor beam connections are usually
made belov? the chord pirj ,but it is better to make the connect-
t
ion above for reasons explained on p, 61 , Since floor beam
connections below the chord pins are employed by so many design-
ers, hov/ever, it might be well to siiggest a few commendable
types. Fig, CyP, p. 62 shows a commendable form of floor beam
;
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connection v/here channel weba of posts are perpendicular to
roadway and connection is made below the pin. Thig detail
should however be only used for Bpana employing panel lengths i
of not more than 18 feet. The details ^3hown in Pig. 62 p. B2
and Fig, 63 p, 64 are recommended for bridges employing panels
of any practical length.
Where the floor beam connection is located above the
chord pin and channel webs are perpendicular to roadway,
commendable types are to be seen in Fig. 71 p. 73, Pig. 72
p, 74 and Fig, 75, p. 77. Fig, 66 and 67 are recommended for
bridges employing panel lengths not exceeding 20 feet while
Fig, 77 p. 79 is suggested for the larger panel lengths. The
best detail for floor beam connection purposes where connection
is made above the chord pin and posts, have channels with their
webs parallel to the roadway is seen in Fig. 74 p. 76 for
reasons mentioned on that page, ii
PORTALS AITO SWAY BRACIIJGT;- A very desirable portal
should comply with the requirements mentioned on pages 41-45. I
The types shown in Fig, 48, 49, 52 and 53 are to be recommended
i
for reasons mentioned on p, 47-51. Fig. 52 p, 50 shows a very 'j
Ii
rigid form of portal, and' especially to be recommended for sparP
greater than 150 feet. A very desirable type of portal also
is shown in Fig. 56, p. 53, The detail is also recommended
for gpans greater than 150 feet in length.
SWAY BRACING:- The form of sway bracing shown in Fig.
|
59, p. 57, improved as suggested on that page, is recommended '
for bridges of long spans employing trusses of great depth,
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for I'eaaona explained on that page. The detail shown in Fig. ,,
58 p. 56 is also recommended for the game reasons. It !
might be said to be preferable to that shown in the above
mentioned figure on account of its being the leas expensive,
JOISTS Aim SHOE STRUTS:- Joists should be arranged aa
||
shown in Fig. 78 p. 81 and should comply with the requirements !
ij
mentioned on p. 80. For bridges of panel lengths not exceed-
||
ing 14 feet, the end strut shown in Fig. 79, p. 82 is recoramen-
|
ded. For larger panel lengths, details shown in Fig. 80 p. 83 ,1
Fig. 81 p. 84, Fig. 82 p. 85 and Fig. 84 p. 86 are recommended, !
the form illustrated in Fig. 84 being especially commendable.
|
For the roller end, the form shown in Fig. 87 can be used.
j
For pony trusses employing short panel lengths, the detail shown-
in Fig. 85 p. 87 is recommended for reason mentioned on that
|
page.
PEDESTALS:- Pedestals should comply with the specifi- ,
cations mentioned on pages 90 and 91. pedestals represented
in Fig, 88 p. 93 and Pig, 91 p. 9G are recommended for spans
I
of any practical length. The form shown in Fig. 93 is rec-
ommended for bridges of spans exceeding 100 feet in length.
|
ROLLERS AlJE IvlASONRY PLATES:- Rollers and masonry
plates should comply with specifications mentioned on pages
97 and 100. The roller nest illustrated in Fig. 94 p. ini is
recommended for reasons mentioned on p. 102, but the detail
shown in Fig. 95 p. 102 is allowable on all ordinary spans,
MINOR DETAILS:- (a) HUB GUARDS:- Hub guards should
be built with the aims in view mentioned on p, 103, For
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bridges employing ordinary panel lengths, the form shown in !
Fig. r*7 p, 108 and Fig. 99 p. 107 are recommended. For longer
panel lengths, form shown in Fig. 100 p. iQl and Fig. .99 im-r
P roved as suggested on p. 108 are recommended for reasons men-
\
tionod on those pages.
j
(b) SIDEWALK SUPPORTS:- For ordinary pedestrian travel,
the sidewalk support shown in Fig. 10 2 p. Ill and discussed
on p. llQ is recommended. For excet-^aive travel, notches might
be cut in the channel weba and the angles placed in position
i
from the inner side, and the connection to the post be made
by field riveting. This would prevent tension in rivets and
v;ould make the support much safer and stronger.
(c) WOODEN FLOORS;- Wooden floors should be made of
the best oak planks of widths varying from 6 to 10 inches and
depths from 2-1/2 to 3 inches. They should be laid as stated
in the first paragraph of p. 112. The planks should be attached
to the joists as shown in Fig. 103 p. 113 , and felloe g-uards as
shown in that figure should always be u'^ed.
C c) CONCRETE FLOORS:- Concrete floors should always be
laid according to some set of first class specifications. The
concrete should always be of first class quality and reinforce-
ment should always be present and in ample quantities. For
the shorter spans employing short panel lengths not exceeding '
16 feet, the form of reinforced concrete flooring shown in
j
Fig. 107 p. 118 is recommended, while for larger spans, em-
ploying larger panel lengths, the form shown in Fig. 106 p.
117 is suggested for reasons stated on that page.
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The various details that are to be recommended have
been summarized in the above, and suggestions made as to the
moat appropriate use of each* It is now left for the designer
to use his judgment.
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